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Abstract

The Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) protocol became the IEEE 802.6 standard
access mechanism for Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs) in 1990. MANs (and thereby
DQDB networks) have become very important, because they can provide a short time
alternative for the Broadband-Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN), which
supports integrated services (like data, video and speech).

To be able to support these different services in a proper way, the DQDB protocol uses a
priority mechanism, with three different levels of priority (High (H), Middle (M) and Low
(L) priority); each service has a certain level of priority. However, the priority mechanism
doesn't perform properly in high load situations.

From analysis of several situations the following disadvantages of the current pnonty
mechanism have been distinguished: All the low priority nodes seize the same amount of
bandwidth thanks to the BandWidth Balancing (BWB) mechanism. The distribution of the
bandwidth among middle priority nodes is not uniform, as little as for high priority nodes.
Furthermore, the ratio between the amount of bandwidth seized by nodes of priority level
L, M or H depends upon the position of these nodes on the bus.

This situation is intolerable, if the highest level of priority would be used for delay
sensitive services, which need a guaranteed amount of bandwidth. That's why further
study has been done to improve the priority mechanism, so that the bandwidth will be
distributed among the nodes in a fair way.

Firstly, the most important requirements for an improved priority mechanism are drawn
up: new proposals to improve the priority mechanism have to be based on the priority
mechanism of the standard, the distribution of the available bandwidth among nodes of the
same priority level should be uniform, and the access performance of high priority traffic
has to be unaffected by low priority traffic.

Next, the four most important proposals to improve the priority mechanism found in
literature are analyzed. It happens that none of the proposals found in literature meets all
the requirements mentioned above. That's why three proposals can't be used as a whole.
However, the indicator mechanism with some changes could be used. That's why this
mechanism is used as a basis for the first final proposal to improve the priority mecha
nism.

The most important properties of this proposal are: the nodes with the highest priority
level in the network will seize all the available bandwidth (if necessary), and each of these
nodes obtains the same amount of bandwidth (thanks to an enhanced BWB mechanism).
The time, needed for the high priority nodes to seize all the available bandwidth, is as
short as possible (a maximum of one round-trip delay time). The balancing time (the time
needed for the BWB mechanism to distribute the bandwidth among the nodes in a proper
way), is several times the round-trip delay time. A reasonable amount of extra hardware is
needed to implement this proposal.



An alternative proposal to improve the priority mechanism originates from analyzing an
unfairness form which occurs if a low priority node collects bandwidth at the cost of
adjacent high priority nodes. The most important properties of this proposal are: high
priority nodes seize more bandwidth than low priority nodes. A reasonable amount of
hardware is needed for the implementation of this proposal. Both the bandwidth wastage,
speed of convergence and bandwidth distribution depend highly upon the values of the
BWB parameters.

The fIrst fInal proposal is clearly preferred, for this mechanism is based on the principle of
'absolute priority'. By means of this, it's made sure that high priority traffIc will seize a
guaranteed amount of bandwidth, so that the access performance of high priority traffIc is
unaffected by low priority traffIc. If this scheme, that is theoretically derived, is proved to
also operate properly in practice, it can be used to support delay sensitive services in a
proper way.

Finally, the following recommendations can be made:
To be able to compare the performance of both the priority mechanism of the standard as
well as the priority mechanisms mentioned above, it's recommended to develop a
simulation model that is able to simulate all three priority mechanisms for the same
network confIguration. Hereby, important subjects are: fairness, speed of convergence,
bandwidth wastage and ease of implementation.



Samenvatting

Het DQDB (Distributed Queue Dual Bus) protocol is in 1990 gekozen als het standaard.
toegangsmechanisme voor MAN's (Metropolitan Area Networks). MAN's (en daardoor
ook DQDB) zijn erg belangrijk geworden, omdat deze op korte termijn een alternatief
bieden voor B-ISDN, dat gerntegreerde services (zoals spraak, data en video) ondersteunt.

Om deze verschillende services zo goed mogelijk te kunnen ondersteunen, beschikt het
DQDB protocol over een prioriteitsmechanisme, dat verkeer met drie verschillende
prioriteitsniveau's kan verwerken (Hoge- (H), Middel- (M) en Lage- (L) prioriteit-verkeer).
Dit prioriteitsmechanisme functioneert niet optimaal bij een zware busbelasting.

Aan de hand van een aantal praktijksituaties werden de volgende nadelen van het huidige
prioriteitsmechanisme onderkend: lage-prioriteit-knooppunten krijgen onderling evenveel
bandbreedte dankzij het BWB (BandWidth Balancing) mechanisme. De bandbreedte
verdeling voor de middel-prioriteit-knooppunten onderling is niet gelijk, net zo min als
voor de hoge-prioriteit-knooppunten onderling. Verder hangt het van de buspositie af, wat
de bandbreedte-verdeling is tussen lage-, middel- en hoge-prioriteit-knooppunten.

Omdat het zeer belangrijk is, dat verkeer met een hoge prioriteit, dat volgens de intenties
van de standaard vertragingsgevoelig verkeer zal zijn, een gegarandeerd gedeelte van de
bandbreedte krijgt, is deze situatie ontoelaatbaar.
Vandaar dat in dit onderzoek gekeken is naar mogelijkheden om het prioriteitsmechanisme
dusdanig te verbeteren, dat de bandbreedte weI fair (uniform) wordt verdeeld.

Allereerst zijn een aantal eisen opgesteld, waaraan een verbeterd prioriteitsmechanisme
moet voldoen. De belangrijkste eisen zijn: het voorstel moet gebaseerd zijn op het
prioriteitsmechanisme van de standaard, knooppunten met hetzelfde prioriteitsniveau
moeten onderling evenveel bandbreedte krijgen, en hoge-prioriteit-knooppunten moeten
niet worden vertraagd door lage-prioriteit-knooppunten.

Door literatuurstudie zijn een aantal voorstellen gevonden, die een verbetering in het
functioneren van het bestaande prioriteitsmechanisme beogen.
Uit een uitgebreide analyse van de belangrijkste vier voorstellen blijkt, dat geen enkel van
deze vier voorstellen aan alle eisen voldoet. Drie van de vier voorstellen vallen zonder
meer af. Het indicator-mechanisme blijkt, met enige wijzigingen, weI bruikbaar. Dit
mechanisme is dan ook als basis gebruikt in het eerste van de twee verbeterde prioriteits
mechanismen.

De belangrijkste eigenschappen van dit voorstel zijn: de knooppunten, die verkeer
verwerken met het hoogste op de bus aanwezige prioriteitsniveau, krijgen de beschikking
over de totale bandbreedte, en de bandbreedte wordt uniform over deze knooppunten
verdeeld (hiervoor zorgt een aangepast BWB mechanisme). De tijd, die nodig is om de
hoogste-prioriteit-knooppunten de beschikking te geven over de gehele bandbreedte, is erg
kort (maximaal de rondgaande vertragingstijd, wat het best haalbare is). De balancing tijd,
die het BWB mechanisme nodig heeft om de bandbreedte op een faire manier te verdelen,
bedraagt ettelijke malen de rondgaande vertragingstijd. Voor de implementatie is vrij veel
hardware nodig.



Een tweede voorstel is ontstaan uit de analyse van een vonn van unfairness, die wordt
veroorzaakt doordat een lage-prioriteit-knooppunt bandbreedte gebruikt die was gereser
veerd voor naastgelegen hoge-prioriteit-knooppunten. Dit voorstel heeft de volgende
eigenschappen: hoge-prioriteit-knooppunten krijgen meer bandbreedte dan lage-prioriteit
knooppunten (meer kans op succes). Er is veel hardware nodig voor de implementatie.
Zowel de bandbreedte-verspilling, de convergentie-tijd als de bandbreedte-verdeling zijn in
grote mate afhankelijk van de gekozen BWB parameters.

Op grond van de theoretische beschouwing van de beide voorstellen wordt een voorkeur
uitgesproken voor het eerste voorstel. Ais ook in de praktijk blijkt, dat dit voorstel zo
functioneert als beschreven, is dit mechanisme goed bruikbaar om vertragingsgevoelig
hoge-prioriteit-verkeer de vereiste service te geven.

Aanbevolen wordt om via simulatie te onderzoeken, of de theoretische beschouwingen in
de praktijk ook inderdaad worden bevestigd. Er zal moeten worden gekeken naar de
fairness, bandbreedte-verspilling en convergentie-tijd van deze voorstellen.
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1 Introduction

The Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) protocol became the standard access mechanism
for Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs) in 1990. MANs (and thereby DQDB networks)
have become very important, because they can provide a short time alternative for the
Broadband-Integrated Services Digital Networks (B-ISDNs), which support integrated
services (like data, video and speech).

The DQDB protocol is able to support three different levels of priority; for that, a priority
mechanism is included.

Recent study [JAN91] has shown, that the priority mechanism described in the standard
(including the BWB mechanism) doesn't perform properly in high load situations (bus
loads over 90%). In that case, the priority mechanism has several drawbacks such as
inefficiency of the priority scheme and unfairness (the distribution of the bandwidth
among the nodes is not fair). This situation is intolerable, if high priority (delay sensitive)
traffic, which needs a guaranteed amount of bandwidth, has to be supported in a proper
way. That's why further study is necessary on this subject. This will be the subject of this
report.

Firstly, in chapter two the DQDB access protocol is described. Next, after analyzing some
situations in which the priority mechanism fails (chapter 3), and analyzing four of the
most important proposals found in literature for improving the priority mechanism (chapter
4), two final proposals will be developed, that divide the bandwidth among the nodes in a
fair way.
Finally, in chapter 6, conclusions are drawn as to which proposal is preferred and
recommendations for further work are given.
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2
The Distributed Queue
Dual Bus protocol1

2.1 Introduction

In 1986 Telecom Australia introduced an switching system called Queued Packet and
Synchronous circuit eXchange (QPSX). The Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB)
protocol, that is based on this switching system, became the IEEE 802.6 standard access
mechanism for Metropolitan Area Networks (MAN's) in 1990 [NEW86]. This DQDB
access protocol also forms the basis of standardization in Europe by the ETSI/STC NA5
Working Party on MAN's.

The DQDB subnetwork is a high speed slotted communication network (e.g 140 Mbits/s)
that can be used to cover city-wide areas (a network span up to 50 kIn). The interconnecti
on of DQDB subnetworks to form a MAN will be possible via a Multiport Bridge or via
dual-port bridges, routers and gateways, as shown in figure 2.1.

DaDS
SUSNETWOR

INTEGRATED

VOIC~TA

WORKSTATION

LAN

PUIIlUC CIRCUIT

SWITCHED NETWORK

Figure 2.1: The DQDB Metropolitan Area Network.

IThis text is partly based on a document by ir. SJ.L.M. Janssen, [JAN91].
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DQDB subnetworks are intended to integrate three different kind of services on a single
network:

• isochronous services; this kind of services deliver sized units of infonnation at fixed
time intervals relative to a single time reference. Examples are speech and video.

• asynchronous connection-oriented services; these services deliver non-sized units of
infonnation at non-fixed time intervals. A call setup phase before transmission is
required. An example is data transfer.

• asynchronous connectionless services; these services also deliver non-sized units of
infonnation at non-fixed time intervals, but there is no call setup phase required.
Each unit of information bears the destination address and finds its own path to the
destination node.

Moreover, DQDB subnetworks can be used to interconnect LANs, hosts, workstations and
PBXs.

How these different kind of services are supported, will be explained in detail in the next
sections.

2.2 The bus topology

DQDB has a dual bus topology. The two buses support unidirectional communications in
opposite directions. DQDB is a slotted system. The topology mostly used is the open bus
topology, shown in figure 2.2 [MAR89].

Bus A _

_ BusB

Figure 2.2: Open bus topology for a DQDB-based network.
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The Slot Oenerators (SO) at the beginning of both buses generate the slots. The nodes,
that are connected to both buses with a read- and write-tap, can access the buses to
transmit information via the slots. Each node can support a different number of users. D
(in the figure) means the amount of slots in transit between the nodes.
The access to the bus will approach a distributed First in First Out (FIFO) system. The
first node with data to transmit is allowed to acquire an empty slot (the name of the
protocol is derived from this queuing scheme used to access the dual bus structure). In
section 2.4.1 the access mechanism will be explained in detail.
Information in the slots will only be removed at the end of the bus. Meanwhile, the nodes
can observe the information. This implies that nodes can be removed from or attached to
the bus at any time without interrupting bus operation.

Another topology, the looped bus, is shown in figure 2.3. In this topology, both SO's are
connected to each other. The advantage of this topology is its capability of reconfigurati
on. In case of node failure or network breakdown, the nodes next to the break will take
over the functions of the SO, without much delay.

SG

Bus A _

_ BusB

Figure 2.3: Looped bus topology for a DQDB-based network.

There are two kind of slots used for transmission: Queued Arbitrated (QA) slots and Pre
Arbitrated (PA) slots. QA slots are used for asynchronous services and are accessed
according to the distributed FIFO queuing mechanism. PA slots are used for isochronous
services and are pre-allocated by the SO at the head of the bus. These PA slots can not be
used anymore for asynchronous services. Since isochronous service users have to apply for
a connection by signalling to the SO in the asynchronous mode, the distributed queuing
does apply to them during call setup. A more detailed description of the distributed
queuing scheme is given in section 2.4.1.
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2.3 Frame and slot structure

The frame length is determined as follows: in order to support a number of 64 Kbits/s
channels which can be used for 8-bit Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) speech channels, the
time of the frame generated by the sa equals 125 psec. In one frame there are a number
of slots depending on the speed of the bus. The network speed is twice the bus speed.
Beside the slots there are a header and a trailer, used for frame synchronization and error
detection. The frame structure used in DQDB networks for a rate of 34 Mbit/s according
to ETSI (ETS "34M") is shown in figure 2.4.

Slot Sit I Trailer I
18/20 octets

4

PT

4

DaDa slot

53

oaDa segment

52

SP

octets

octets

bite

octets

20 2 2 8 bits

Figure 2.4: Frame and slot structure of a DQDB-based network with a
bit rate of 34 Mbit/s.

A slot consists of a Physical Layer Convergence Procedure (PLCP) Field of four octets
and a DQDB slot of 53 octets. The PLCP Field is used for framing and transmission of
path status and management information between two adjacent PLCP entities.
The DQDB slot contains an Access Control Field (ACF) and a DQDB Segment. The ACF
consists of a Busy bit, SloCtype (ST) bit, Previous Slot Received (PSR) bit, two ReselVed
bits and three REQuest bits. The Busy and SL_Type bits indicate whether the DQDB slot
is an empty QA slot (00), a busy QA slot (10) or a PA slot (11). The PSR bit indicates
whether the segment in the previous slot may be cleared (1) or not (0). The exact use of
the PSR bit is for further study. The REQuest bits are used to request an empty QA slot.
Three REQuest bits are used to establish three priority levels of requesting (i.e. High (H),
Middle (M) and Low (L) priority). The DQDB segment consists of a Segment Header and
a Segment Payload. The Segment Payload contains the actual information transmitted by a
node on the bus.
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In QA slots the Segment Payload contains 48 octets of infonnation belonging to one node
on the bus. In PA slots the Segment Payload contains 48 slots of one octet designated to
one or more nodes on the bus. The Segment Header (SH) consists of a Virtual Channel
Identifier (VCn, a Payload Type (PT), a Segment Priority (SP) and a Header Check
Sequence (RCS). The VCI identifies the virtual channel to which the transmitted PA seg
ment or the connection oriented QA segment belongs. In case of connectionless (QA)
services all bits in the VCI are set to one, this is the default VCI for connectionless
services. The PT field indicates the nature of the infonnation stored in the Segment
Payload. User infonnation is indicated by 00, other values are reserved for future use. The
SP bits are also reserved for future use in a multiport bridging environment and are set to
00. Finally, the RCS is used to detect error bursts and correct single bit errors in the
Segment Header. The RCS contains an 8-bit Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) using the
standard generator polynomial X

8
+X2+X+1.

2.4 Medium Access Control

The access to the bus in a DQDB network consists of two different types, namely QA and
PA access. The distinction between these two kinds of access is caused by the time
character of the service supported. Are isochronous services required then PA access will
be used, are asynchronous services required, QA access will be used.

2.4.1 Queued Arbitrated access

Before explaining the QA process, a few assumptions are made. Firstly, it is assumed that
all the slots (on both buses) will be QA slots (for the remainder of this report). Secondly,
it is assumed that bus A is the forward information transmission bus (the slots on this bus
are transmitted from upstream nodes to downstream nodes), and bus B the reverse request
transmission bus (the slots on this bus are transmitted from downstream nodes to upstream
nodes). The operation for transmission in both directions is identical. Therefore, for the
remainder of this report, the operation in only one direction is described, and tenns like
downstream and upstream are always relative to bus A. Finally, only one priority level is
assumed. More priority levels are introduced in section 2.4.2.

If a node wants to transmit infonnation downstream on bus A, an empty slot is needed.
This empty slot must be passed by upstream nodes. To minimize the access delay and to
realize the FIFO system, an empty slot on bus A is forced by a request on bus B (the
request bit in the ACF is used to generate the request). The upstream nodes receive this
request on bus B. To keep track of the received requests, a counting mechanism is realized
in every node in the network. The counting mechanism is shown in figure 2.5.

If a request passes the read tap of the node shown in figure 2.5, a counter called the
REQUEST COUNTER is increased. If an empty QA slot on bus A passes the read tap the
REQUEST COUNTER is decreased.

6



Request

BuaA

BuaB

Figure 2.5: Counter layout in a DQDB node.

The empty QA slot passes the node and can satisfy a request transmitted by a downstream
node. The value stored in the REQUEST COUNTER represents the number of unsatisfied
requests of downstream nodes. If the particular node wants to gain access to bus A it first
has to let pass a number of empty QA slots equal to the value stored in the REQUEST
COUNTER. According to the mechanism described above, downstream nodes which
requested access to bus A before the particular node, are served first. If we assume
negligible transmission delay and no local queues at the node, then the desired FIFO
system is realized. If the transmission delay time is not negligible the requests are delayed
and the upstream nodes receive the requests later. The QA access protocol can only be
applied to the first segment in the local queue. Therefore, if there are local queues used to
store segments the QA access does not work in a proper FIFO way anymore.
The counting mechanism is realized by the Distributed Queue State Machine (DQSM) in
co-operation with the ReQuest Machine (RQM). There are separate machines for the two
buses. The DQSM can be in two states: IDLE and COUNTDOWN. These states are
depicted in figure 2.7. The DQSM is in the IDLE state as long as the particular node has
no segment to transmit on bus A. If the DQSM is in the IDLE state and a request arrives
on bus B the REQUEST COUNTER is increased. If an empty QA slot arrives on bus A
the REQUEST COUNTER is decreased. When a QA segment is queued for transmission
on bus A, the DQSM sends a request to the RQM. The RQM queues the request in the
request buffer until a slot with a zero Request bit passes by. The Request bit will be set
and the sending of the request has been completed. The operations of the RQM are
independent of the operations of the DQSM.

A segment queued for transmission has to wait until a number of empty QA slots, the
value of which is stored in the REQUEST COUNTER, passes by on bus A. To establish
this, the DQSM transfers to the COUNTDOWN state. The value of the REQUEST
COUNTER is copied to the DOWN COUNTER and the REQUEST COUNTER is reset.
Now, the REQUEST COUNTER is increased on every set Request bit passing by on bus
B and the DOWN COUNTER is decreased on every QA slot passing by on bus A. When
the DOWN COUNTER reaches zero, the next empty QA slot is used to transmit the
stored segment.

7



After transmission. the DQSM returns to the IDLE state until a new QA segment arrives
at the particular node for transmission. If a QA segment arrives while the DQSM is in the
COUNTDOWN state. this segment is queued in the local buffer until the DQSM returns to
the IDLE state. This means there can only be one QA segment stored for transmission in
the DQSM.

Let's look at an example of the mechanism (see figure 2.6):

EMPTY BUSY BUSY BUSY

REa REa REa REa

EMPTY

REa REa REa EMPTY

REa

EMPTY

REaEMPTY

EMPTY

Figure 2.6: Working of the counting mechanism.

Figure 2.6 shows a DQDB node. At first (a) the local buffer is empty: the node is in the
IDLE state. Two requests have passed on bus B. Therefore. the REQUEST COUNTER
has the value 2.
Two time slots later (b) segments have queued for transmission. The node will enter the
COUNTDOWN state. The value of the DOWN COUNTER is accomplished as follows: At
t=2 one empty slot has passed the node at bus A. The value of the REQUEST COUNTER
is therefore 1. But. at the same time. two requests have passed on bus B. The value of the
REQUEST COUNTER becomes 3. This value is copied into the DOWN COUNTER. and
the REQUEST COUNTER is reset.
Finally. three time slots later (c). the DOWN COUNTER is O. This means the next empty
slot on bus A can be used by the node to transmit the first queued segment (this empty
slot is marked in the figure). The REQUEST COUNTER has the value 1. because one
request has passed on B ever since.

8



2.4.2 Priorities

The DQDB protocol supports the assignment of priority to QA segment access. First of
all, what is meant by priority?

Two possible definitions of priority are:

This nodes can acquire all the bandwidth it desires, up to the maximum available
bandwidth.
The other definition is:

This node can acquire more bandwidth than nodes that support low priority traffic.

According to the standard [IEEE90], all connectionless data segments have to be sent at
the lowest priority, priority level L. Future use of priorities for other services is under
study. However, the intent of the priority scheme is for the access performance of the
highest priority traffic to be unaffected by lower priority traffic (definition 1). Such a
feature is very important, if the highest priority level would be used for delay sensitive
services, like network management and signalling, as intended by the standard. In chapter
4, a choice will be made between definition 1 and 2.

The standard allows three priority levels of data traffic to be present in the network.
Therefore, three levels of priority can be used to gain access to the bus, with separate
counting mechanisms for each level of priority. Since there are also separate counting
mechanisms for the two buses, six counting mechanisms are required in total for every
node. In other words, there are six DQSMs and RQMs in every node and consequently a
maximum of six QA segments can be stored for access.

When priorities are used the counting mechanism changes a little. In the IDLE state the
REQUEST COUNTER increases if a request of equal or higher priority passes by on bus
B or if a QA segment of higher priority for transmission on bus A arrives at the node.

9



The REQUEST COUNTER decreases if an empty QA slot passes by on bus A similar to
the situation without priorities. In the COUNTDOWN state the REQUEST COUNTER
increments when a request passes by on bus B with equal priority. The DOWN COUN
TER increases when a request passes by on bus B, Le. an external request, or a QA
segment for transmission arrives at the node with a higher priority, Le. an internal (self)
request. The DOWN COUNTER decreases when an empty QA slot passes by on bus A
similar to the situation without priorities. This mechanism is also depicted in figure 2.7.

The priority mechanism assures that traffic of the highest priority will be served first, by
increasing the REQUEST COUNTER or DOWN COUNTER of the lower priority levels,
if a QA segment with a higher priority arrives at the node. Therefore, in the remainder of
this report, a node will be provided with a priority level indicator, to indicate the highest
level of priority of the traffic present at the node. For example, a L-node is a node, that is
serving a QA segment with priority level L, which is the highest priority level present at
that time.

IDLE COUNTDOWN
REQ..J on bus B • J>I

REQ..J on bus B • J-I

I~ Increment RQ..I I
....

SELF~EQ...J for bu. A. J>I

REQ...J on bu. B • J>-I

Increment RQ..I ..
~

SELF~EQ..J for bu. A. J>I

I Increment RQ.J .....
Empty QA.8Iol: on bu. A

QA.segment at top d local queue

SELF~EQ..I for bu. A
copy RQ..I to CDJ
resecRQ..1
REQ..I for bUll B

~ Increment CDJ

~ Increment CDJ

I

I

BWB_reaet from bu. A

Figure 2.7: State transition diagram of a DQSM at bus A.

The Distributed Queue mechanism with priority, as specified above, can be relied upon to
provide fair sharing of capacity and preferential access if the active nodes accessing a
given bus span a distance that is less than the equivalent of one 53-octet slot (assuming no
node latency), Le. approximately the following:

-2 Ian at 44.736 Mb/s
-546m at 155.520 Mb/s
-137m at 622.080 Mb/s

Beyond these distances, particularly under overload conditions, the effectiveness of the
priority queuing mechanism decreases with increasing number of slots on the bus between
contending nodes [IEEE90].
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2.4.3 The Bandwidth Balancing mechanism

The queuing algorithm described in section 2.4.1 delivers QA slots to the nodes on the
bus. If all nodes connected to the bus want to transmit segments, the distribution of the
bandwidth is not uniform.

The non-uniform distribution of the total bandwidth among the nodes is usually referred to
as unfair (fairness will be discussed in more detail in section 3.2). In order to obtain a fair
distribution of the available bandwidth, a Bandwidth Balancing (BWB) mechanism is
introduced [HAH90], [IEEE90]. The necessity of the BWB mechanism is discussed in
[JAN91]. How the mechanism obtains a fair distribution will be discussed in the next
section.

2.4.3.1 Description

The BWB mechanism is realized by the BWB Machine (BWBM) (each node contains one
BWBM) using a limiting parameter called BWB_MOD and two counters, called BWB
COUNTERs, one for each bus. If BWB_MOD equals zero, the BWBM is not active. The
BWBM of a node is activated every time a QA segment is transmitted on a bus (bus A or
bus B) and the DQSM of that bus returns to the IDLE state. Upon activation the value of
the BWB COUNTER is read. As long as the value of the BWB COUNTER does not
equal BWB_MOD-l the BWB COUNTER is increased.

If the value of the BWB COUNTER for a bus (for example, bus A) equals BWB_MOD-l
a BWB reset signal is sent to all the DQSMs of bus A (of that particular node), and the
BWB COUNTER is reset. This is visualized in figure 2.7.
If a DQSM receives a BWB reset signal, it does not occupy the first empty slot passing
'designated' to it, but instead it will wait for the next one. To realize this, the REQUEST
COUNTER is increased if the DQSM is in the IDLE state and the DOWN COUNTER is
increased if the DQSM is in the COUNTDOWN state. This applies to all three DQSMs of
bus A.
Only BWB_MOD out of BWB_MOD+1 QA slots will be filled, Le. the particular node
may only use BWB_MOD/(l+BWB_MOD) part of the bandwidth not used by PA access
or other nodes. As a consequence, the bandwidth used by a node is rate controlled (Le.
possesses a maximum) and the distribution of the bandwidth is fair; every node gets an
equal part of the bandwidth.

Figure 2.8 shows the functional layout of a DQDB node with BWB. In this figure, the
node is modeled as composed of three separate priority sections that act like separate
nodes, to gain a better insight into the architecture of a DQDB node (so, this layout does
not correspond to the actual physical implementation of DQDB). Each priority section has
its own DQSM, RQM, AU (Access Unit) and BC (Bandwidth balancing Counter).
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The three BCs, one for each level of priority, fonn one BWB COUNTER in the real
situation. If the total value of the three BCs equals BWB_MOD-l, all sections generate an
extra self-request, so that the use of one empty QA-slot is skipped. This is indicated in the
figure by means of the dotted line. The working of the DQSM and RQM of each level of
priority is the same as for the uni-priority case, which is already explained in section. The
AU is the functional unit in each section that perfonns the DQDB layer functions to
control access functions to control access to both buses.

PRIO.L
DATA

PRIO.M
DATA

LOCAL FIFO QUEUE

PRIO.H
DATA

BUSY +
_DATA

................................................."~ Be ~' REQ" .

~
DQSM

BUSY +
DATA -.

.-H-REQ

.-M-REQ

,-L-REQ

PRIO.L
SECTION

PRIO.M
SECTION

PRIO.H
SECTION

H-REQ..
M-RE~

L·REQ...

Figure 2.8: DQDB node architecture (figure on principal).

Remark: The same kind of figures on principal will be used in the chapters 4 and 5
to visualize the differences between the priority mechanism of the standard
(described in this chapter) and the modified priority mechanisms (described
in chapter 4 and chapter 5).

In the next section, an analytical approach of the BWB mechanism will be given.

2.4.3.2 Analytical approach

In fact, conducting from the description in section 2.4.3.1, the BWB mechanism uses a
control rate R which is the maximal seizable bandwidth. As a consequence all users can
have a throughput 1t which equals the minimum of the offered local load ~ and the
control rate R. This is stated by [HAH90]:
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Yj; = min [ R , A.j; ].

The control rate R is defined as a multiple of the wasted bandwidth:

(2.1)

(2.2)

where ~, ~>1, is a proportionality constant equal to BWB_MOD. Furthennore, after
defining:

«= p
1 + p'

then equation 2.2 can be solved for a particular node m:

(2.3)

(2.4)

This means that each node can't take more than a fraction a of the capacity left by other
nodes. A disadvantage of the control rate access is the bandwidth wastage called W. If we
call S the bandwidth used by the nodes which are not rate controlled, i.e. 'Yk=~' V the
bandwidth used for PA access and M the number of nodes which are rate controlled, then
the control rate equals:

and the bandwidth wastage W becomes:

(2.5)

Rw= - =p
1 - S - V
1 + M*P

(2.6)

2.4.3.3 Balancing time

The BWB mechanism needs time to realize a fair allocation of the bandwidth [HAH90].
The time needed for the bandwidth distribution to converge to less than 5% of the long
tenn value of the throughput convergence is shown in figure 2.9 (approximately 1520 time
slots). The balancing time tBAL depends on three parameters discussed below.
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Figure 2.9: Throughput convergence for a DQDB network with two rate
controlled users.

Proportionality constant, B=BWB MOD

If ~ decreases, the node does not use an empty QA slot more frequently. This extra
capacity can be used by other nodes to realize the fair allocation of the bandwidth faster,
and consequently the balancing time decreases. However if ~ decreases, the bandwidth
wastage W increases according to equation 2.6. Apparently, it is necessary to find an
optimum for ~ which realizes a small bandwidth wastage and a satisfying balancing time.
This is also stated by [SPR91].

Number of slots between the nodes, D

The convergence of the bandwidth to a fair allocation occurs in steps of two times the
intennediate distance in slot times, i.e. 2D. If the number of slots between the nodes
increases. the round trip delay increases which results in a longer balancing time.

Position

This parameter is related to the previous parameter. A node which is at large distance
relative to the initial heavy traffic user needs more time to seize a fair part of the available
bandwidth. The bandwidth of this node converges in steps of 2D', where D' equals the
number of slots between the two far end users [ASJ90].
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2.4.4 Pre Arbitrated access

In addition to QA access, PA access can be used to gain access to the buses for isochro
nous services. In the case of PA access a node can reserve bandwidth in order to create a
transparent channel for transmission. Since the PA access does not use a queuing
mechanism, it can be used for real time applications, like voice and video.

The reservation of PA slots, and of the individual (8-bit) channels within the PA slot, is
performed by the Head Of Bus (HOB) which is the node next to the sa or including the
sa. Every node on the bus keeps track of a table containing the VCI values and the
corresponding channels in the PA Segment Payload which can be used by the node. The
node checks the VCI of a PA slot passing by on bus A. A PA slot can be recognized by a
Busy and SL_Type bit which are both set. If the VCI corresponds to the VCI of the entry
table the node will read from or write to one or more channels allowed according to the
table. One or more nodes can share the same slot. These nodes share the same VCI.

2.5 DQDD in the OS! reference model

The DQDB protocol is defined at the MAC sublayer of the Open System Interconnection
(OSn model of the International Standards Organization (ISO). The MAC sublayer is a
part of the Data Link Layer (DLL) of the OSI model. The DLL takes care of framing,
error control, flow control and link management. The Logical Link Control (LLC) is the
other sublayer of the DLL which provides the services of the MAC to the network layer.
This is visualized in figure 2.10, details can be found in [IEEE90]. The LLC delivers
packets of information to the MAC called MAC Service Data Units (MSDUs).

logical Unk Control

Ig ..........-.
[~~~~~]

r············j ["_···········1
MCF lcoc~

Layer :_~.........: :...................1 L_......._l
Manage- I QA func:tlona I I PA function. I
rnent

Entity I COmmon func:tIona I

~Manage- I PhylIJcaI Layer COnvergence Function I:: I tranamlNlon 8y8l8m I
I I

medium .--.J ,

DLL

medium

Figure 2.10: DQDB in the OS] reference model.
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In the case of QA access these packets have a variable length up to 9 Kbyte. Therefore,
these packets have to be split in small units which fit in the Payload Segment of a DQDB
Segment. These small units are called Derived MAC Protocol Data Units (DMPDUs). In
order to realize the splitting of the large packets the segmentation and reassembly process
are used, details can be found in [JAN91].
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3
Analysis of the DQDB
protocol with BWB

3.1 Introduction

Although the introduction of the BWB mechanism improves the fairness in the network,
there are several drawbacks. Recent studies show, that the DQDB protocol especially has
problems when multi-priority traffic is introduced [KIM91], like unfairness and inefficien
cy of the priority scheme. This will be discussed in section 3.3. First of all, a definition of
'fairness' will be given.

3.2 What's fairness?

In the final version of the standard fairness is defined as follows (if all the nodes operate
at the same level of priority):

The available bandwidth is that part of the bandwidth, that is not used for isochronous
services. An active node has segments queued for transmission, and has entered the
COUNTDOWN state.

If several nodes want to transmit segments, and the BWB mechanism is disabled, the
distribution of the available bandwidth among the nodes isn't uniform, whereas a uniform
distribution is desired.

Another definition is found in [MUK91]:

This definition won't be used in this report (for the uni-priority case). For, the BWB
mechanism has been introduced to distribute the bandwidth uniformly among the nodes
(provided that there is enough local traffic at the nodes), and now is part of the final
standard.
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Definition 1 can only be used in a network environment with uni-priority traffic. This
definition is incomplete when multi-priority traffic is supported (In the standard, three
priority levels of data traffic are allowed to be present in the network).

In the standard, no definition of fairness is given for the multi-priority case. This subject is
for further study. However, as described in chapter two, the intent of the priority scheme
is for the access performance of the highest priority traffic to be unaffected by lower
priority traffic.

A possible defmition of fairness when multi-priority traffic is supported is as follows:

Definition 3 still isn't complete. The ratio between the amount of bandwidth of H-, M and
L-nodes has to be defined. Should H-nodes get all the bandwidth they desire, up to the
maximum available bandwidth - this is the absolute priority scheme - (and also the intent
of the standard), or should all nodes seize some bandwidth, in spite of the presence of H
nodes? This choice has to be made (see section 4.2).

If definition 3 will be followed, there exist instances where traffic of priority level M
seizes less bandwidth than low priority traffic. For example, if traffic with priority level M
is offered to a H-node. Traffic with priority level H will be served first, and priority M
traffic is queued for transmission. Meanwhile, L-nodes gain access to the bus, and transmit
their segments. The word 'nodes' in definition 3 could therefore be replaced by 'traffic'
(M traffic at a H-node should also be able to seize more bandwidth than L-nodes):

Since no definition of fairness is given in the standard for the multi-priority case,
definition 1 will be chosen for the uni-priority case, and definition 3 for the multi-priority
case. In chapter 4, definition 3 will be completed regarding the ratio between the amount
of bandwidth of H-, M- and L-nodes.
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3.3 BWB and unfairness

3.3.1 Traffic of one or more priority levels

After the BWB mechanism was introduced, not all the disadvantages of the DQDB
protocol disappeared. Three disadvantages are a direct consequence of the introduction of
the BWB mechanism, and appear especially in extreme high load and overload situations
(bus utilization larger than 90%). Because these problems occur in both the uni- and
multi-priority case for the same reasons, they will only be explained for the uni-priority
case:

1. The balancing time is not infinitely small.

As described in chapter 2, the balancing time increases if the number of slots between the
nodes increases. Since the balancing time can be very large in the case of a large
intermediate node distance, a coming heavy traffic node which transmits small messages
for a short time will be treated unfair. In that case, the balancing time is too short to let
the bandwidth converge to the allowed bandwidth. This effect is worse for a coming heavy
traffic node located downstream from the initial heavy traffic node, than for a coming
heavy traffic node located upstream. In the first case the coming heavy traffic user can
only access the QA slots which have passed the initial heavy traffic node.

To shorten the balancing time, so that such a node can seize the allowed bandwidth in less
time, BWB_MOD can be decreased (the balancing time depends upon three parameters:
the number of slots in transit between the nodes, the position of the node on the bus, and
the value of the proportionality constant, BWB_MOD. Influence can only be exercised on
the last parameter). For, if BWB_MOD decreases, the node passes an empty QA slot more
frequently. This extra capacity can be used by other nodes to realize the fair allocation of
the bandwidth faster. But, a consequence of decreasing the value of BWBMOD is the
increase of the bandwidth wastage W, if the number of nodes remains the same (equation
3.1):

1w=----
1 + M * P

where M =number of active nodes,
13 = BWB_MOD.

(3.1)

An example: Suppose there are two nodes, and 13 becomes 4 in stead of 8. In that case the
bandwidth wastage will become 1/9 in stead Qf 1/17, according to equation 3.1. This
example proves that the differences in bandwidth wastage can be large. That's why
decreasing the BWB_MOD, without the increase of the number of active nodes, isn't the
proper solution.
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The next two situations are referred to as unfair in literature (according to definition 2),
but strictly speaking they are not unfair (according to definition 1). They will be discussed
for the sake of completeness.

2. The BWB mechanism doesn't take into account the fluctuating load
distribution of a node, as long as the local load exceeds the control rate.

If a node k is rate controlled, then:

(3.2)

where R = control rate,
~ = local load,
1t = throughput rate of node k.

The throughput of node k equals the minimum between the control rate R and the local
load. Once a node is rate controlled (~>R), it doesn't matter for the amount of bandwidth
seized by the node if the local load slightly exceeds the control rate, or in a large way
(this is correct only for the uni-priority case, if all nodes are rate controlled).

Once again it is stated that this situation is not unfair according to definition 1. If a node
needs more bandwidth to transmit its segments with less delay, than it can apply for a
higher priority level.

Several proposals discuss the situation above. One of these proposals is the proportional
BWB mechanism [MUK91]. This mechanism creates a load distribution of rate controlled
nodes in relation with the offered local load. The biggest problem in this mechanism is to
measure the offered local load at a certain time. This is yet to be solved.
Because, strictly speaking, problem 2 can't be referred to as unfair (according to definition
1), this mechanism will not be further discussed.

3. The rate controlled nodes suffer from more delay than the non rate
controlled nodes.

This situation occurs, if only a few nodes are rate controlled (the BWB mechanism is
activated), because the offered local load exceeds the control rate (~>R), while other
nodes with less local load are not yet rate controlled. An example:

Suppose there is an uniform distribution (for one bus) of the destination addresses of the
local load. In that case most of the load arrives at the upstream nodes. These nodes
become rate controlled, and suffer from more delay than the non rate controlled nodes in
the middle and the end of the bus. This is visualized in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Delay for a DQDB network with rate and non rate controlled
nodes (for both buses).

3.3.2 Multi-priority traffic

The priority scheme originally proposed for the IEEE 802.6 network can't guarantee that
the high priority traffic receives the preferential treatment that it is supposed to receive
from the network. There exist instances where the network provides only a small amount
of the bandwidth to high priority traffic as compared to low priority traffic. This ineffec
tiveness of the priority mechanism is unacceptable, if delay sensitive traffic, like asynchro
nous connection-oriented traffic (for example variable bit rate video) is to be transmitted
via the highest priority level (or other delay sensitive traffic, like management information
or signalling traffic). Acknowledging the significance that priorities have in the DQDB
network, further study is needed on this subject.
In the remainder of this section, three situations in which multi-priority traffic causes
severe unfairness are discussed. The network is considered to be in an overload situation,
and all nodes are or can become heavy traffic nodes:

1. Unfairness form one: a low priority node collects bandwidth at the cost
of adjacent high priority nodes.

[KIM91] This unfairness form appears if a low priority node is located between two high
priority nodes. An example:
Figure 3.2 shows part of a DQDB network, with alternately H- and L-nodes. Suppose that
H-node HI is forced to skip the use of an empty QA slot because the value of BWB
COUNTER is equal to BWB_MOD. The L-node L2 may use this empty slot, while H3
has queued high priority traffic for transmission, and has priority over L2.
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Figure 3.2: A DQDB network with alternately H- and L-nodes.

In this way, the bandwidth distribution among the H-nodes will be disturbed, which causes
unfairness. The throughput distribution along the forwarded bus is depicted in figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Throughput distribution along bus A for more high and low
priority nodes.

A few important remarks can be made towards figure 3.3. Firstly, the amount of band
width for the H-nodes decreases as the H-nodes are located further downstream. Secondly,
the distribution of the bandwidth among L-nodes is uniform. Finally, the H-node at the far
end of bus A seizes the same amount of bandwidth as the L-nodes.
This will be explained in detail:

HI seizes most of the available bandwidth thanks to its position on bus A. This node is
directly adjacent to the sa, and is able to use most of the empty QA slots passing by,
without being dependent on whether or not the empty slots will be used by other nodes,
located further upstream.
Furthermore, low priority requests are completely ignored by high priority nodes. As a
consequence, HI notices H3 and H5 (the requests of H3 and H5), but not L2 and lA,
because it's not aware of their presence (the low priority requests are ignored). Therefore,
HI seizes about 1/3 of the bandwidth.
HI probably won't write his requests on bus B immediately, for the presence of requests
sent by H3 and H5.
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This will not influence the rate at which HI serves its own data segments, because of the
independence of the operations of the DQSM and RQM. Requests that have not yet been
sent will be queued until they can be sent on bus B. This is called request overwriting.

L2 notices HI as well as H3, L4 and H5. As a consequence, LI has to share its part of the
bandwidth with the other downstream nodes. Therefore, LI seizes about 1/4 of the
remaining bandwidth, i.e. about 1/6 of the total bandwidth.

H3 notices HI, L2 and H5, and therefore has to share its part of the remaining bandwidth
with H5. H2 seizes about 1/4 of the bandwidth.

L4 notices HI, L2, H3 and H5, and therefore has to share its part of the bandwidth with
H5. It's true that H5 is a high priority node, so that H5 seizes his part of the bandwidth
much earlier (the low priority node L4 reacts immediately to the high priority requests),
but H5 will not seize more bandwidth than L4. This is a consequence of the action of the
DQDB protocol, so that H5 may serve only one segment a time. Both L4 and H5 will
seize 1/8 of the bandwidth.

Remark: The L-nodes all seize the same amount of bandwidth, thanks to the BWB
mechanism. This is not the case in the above example. But the amount of bandwidth,
given to all nodes, is not far from the real situation.

2. Unfairness form 2. An upstream initial heavy traffic node of low
priority (or group of low priority nodes) seizes the same amount of
bandwidth as a coming heavy traffic node of high priority located
downstream (or group of high priority nodes).

This situation is depicted in the figures 3.4 and 3.5.

..,.BUSB

2L 3L 4H 5H

BUSA~

Figure 3.4: A DQDB network with downstream high priority nodes.

[lAN91] Low priority nodes react earlier to high priority requests, but this is insufficient
for the high priority nodes to seize more bandwidth. For, high priority nodes may send
one request a time.
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Figure 3.5: Throughput distribution along bus A for downstream high
priority nodes.

Furthennore, the L-nodes are aware of the presence of H-nodes downstream (via the high
priority requests), in contrast of the H-nodes, that are not aware of the presence of L
nodes upstream. For, the busy slots on bus A containing data of the L-nodes are not
provided with priority infonnation, and the low priority requests will not reach the H
nodes, for they are sent further upstream.

If high priority nodes are located upstream and low pnonty nodes downstream, the
l>~l!gw!gth will be distributed in a fair way. The high priority nodes will ignore the low
priority requests, which results in a large part of the bandwidth for these nodes.

3. Unfairness form 3. One BWBM for three priority levels deteriorates the
effectiveness of the priority scheme.

[KIM91] Assuming that a high priority segment will be generated at a node after low
priority segments as many as BWB_MOD-l have been continuously transferred from its
upstream node, then the node can not use the next empty slot to transfer the high priority
segment because it has to skip the use of the empty slot. The bypassed empty slot may be
used by the adjacent downstream low priority node. This situation can occur in the
network, depicted in figure 3.2, in which L2 takes advantage of the empty slot, let through
by HI.

Unfairness fonn 3 originates fonn the fact, that there is no separate BWBM for every
priority level (so that segments of each priority level would be counted by separate BWB
COUNTERs).
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3.4 Conclusions

Summarizing the previous two sections, the following remarks can be made:

• In the uni-priority case, the DQDB protocol performs properly (no unfair
ness) if the following demands are satisfied: all nodes are rate controlled,
and the messages are not short relative to the balancing time.
The BWB mechanism is standardized, and new proposals to improve the
performance of the DQDB protocol have to be based on this mechanism.

• In the multi-priority case, the following remarks can be made:
1. The BWB mechanism guarantees a fair distribution of available band
width among low priority nodes. The distribution of the available
bandwidth for M-nodes is not uniform, no more than for H-nodes.
2. A high priority node seizes as much bandwidth as low priority nodes, but

no further guarantees are possible. The amount of bandwidth, seized by
L-, M- and H-nodes, can't be predicted.

The distribution of the bandwidth among all nodes is not fair. Unfairness is caused by: the
natural ordering of the nodes on the unidirectional buses, the fact that a node can send a
request for at most one outstanding segment per priority level, and the absence of separate
BWBM for every priority level (the operation of the BWB mechanism is accomplished
irrespective of priority level). Furthermore, the amount of network load is important: the
unfairness increases with increasing network load.

In the remainder of this report, further study of the priority mechanism of the DQDB
protocol will be made. If priority is assigned to applications with significant volume, such
as packet video and bridging of high-speed LANs, then improvement is desirable.

In chapter 4, several conditions will be made, to which the priority mechanism has to
fulfil to distribute the bandwidth in a fair way. Several proposals to improve the priority
mechanism will be compared with these conditions.
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4
Several priority mechanisms
for the DQDB protocol

4.1 Introduction

The conclusions drawn in chapter 3 show that the priority mechanism does not perform in
an excellent way in high load situations in the network. Problems are the ineffectiveness
and unfairness of the priority scheme. Therefore, several improvements have been
proposed to the priority mechanism. The most important improvements suggested in
literature are discussed in this chapter. First of all, several conditions will be made, to
which the priority mechanism has to fulfll, so that the unfairness forms 1 to 3 in section
3.3.2 disappear.

4.2 Conditions with regard to an improved priority mechanism

The ultimate goal is an improved priority mechanism, without the drawbacks mentioned in
chapter 3. That's why the following requirements are necessary for an improved priority
mechanism:

• The distribution of the available bandwidth among nodes of the same
priority level should be uniform (at high load on the network). If the
demand of node X (with X = L, M or H) is less than its entitlement, then
node X should get all the bandwidth it desires, and the leftover bandwidth
should be distributed among the other nodes.

• The average access delay of the high priority traffic must be substantially
less than that of low priority traffic. This implies that high priority nodes
should seize more bandwidth than low priority nodes.

• The ratio between the amount of bandwidth of H-, M- and L-nodes is
defined as follows: First, the total bandwidth is distributed among the H
nodes. The bandwidth left over is then distributed among the M-nodes.
Finally, the remaining bandwidth is distributed among the L-nodes.
Thus, the delay characteristics for any given (but fixed) distribution of high
priority traffic is independent of the presence of low priority traffic any
where in the network (absolute priority mechanism).
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This decision has been made for the following reasons:

Firstly, the priority mechanism has to be absolute, to be able to support
delay sensitive traffic. This is already explained in section 2.4.2.

Secondly, high priority traffic, such as management infonnation, will be less
voluminous than low priority traffic, that will be used for file transfer.
Therefore, high priority traffic will not seize the total available bandwidth
very often; for, in that case the average access delay of low priority traffic
would be intolerably large.

• New proposals to improve the priority mechanism have to be based on the
priority mechanism of the standard.

This condition is necessary, if the proposed mechanism will stand a chance
to be standardized.

As a consequence, if all nodes have the same priority level, a BWB mecha
nism has to be present, to distribute the bandwidth in a fair way among the
nodes.
For the rest, the priority mechanism has to operate according to the descrip
tion of section 2.4.2.

In the ACF, which contains control infonnation of a slot, only two bits are
reserved for further use. The other bits already are occupied, and can not be
used to accommodate an improved priority mechanism.

This section will be concluded with several desirable features:

• The period of time, needed for the bandwidth distribution to converge to a
fair allocation, has to be as short as possible (not longer than in the present
situation). Otherwise, a coming heavy traffic node which transmits segments
of a certain priority level for a short period of time will be treated unfair.
This is especially important, if the level of priority at a node fluctuates
quickly all the time.
Besides, it's a necessary point, if the delay of high priority traffic is to be
within bounds.

• The implementation of an improved priority mechanism has to be realizable,
and with as little extra hardware as possible.

One has to take into account, that the addition of extra hardware to the
priority mechanism has to take place in duplication, for bus A and B.

• The bandwidth wastage has to be as little as possible.

It's obvious that the BWB mechanism (if present) wastes a small amount of
bandwidth to obtain a fair distribution of the bandwidth.
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This isn't a problem, as long as this bandwidth wastage is small. This is also
applied to other mechanisms implemented in the priority scheme (with 'small' is
meant: no more than in the present situation).

The ideal priority mechanism will meet all of these requirements. In the real situation,
only a few requirements will be met, as explained in the remainder of this chapter.

4.3 Proposals for improving the priority mechanism

In the next section, the four most important proposals found in literature for improving the
priority mechanism of DQDB will be discussed. Each proposal has a different point of
view as to improve the priority mechanism of the standard:

Proposals 1 and 2 offer different solutions to the same problem: different nodes have
different information about the priority traffic on the bus, which causes unfairness.
Proposal 3 prevents the low priority nodes from transmitting if high priority traffic is
present anywhere in the network, so that only the highest priority traffic is supported by
the network at a certain time.
Proposal 4 aims at improving the rate at which high priority traffic is being served, by
allowing high priority nodes to generate more than one request a time.

For each proposal, the concept, implementation and evaluation is given.
The purpose of examining these proposals in detail is double: perhaps one of these
proposals meets all the conditions of section 4.2. In that case, no further research for an
improved priority mechanism is necessary. On the other hand, if this isn't the case, these
proposals will afford a good view in the problems that will remain to be solved, and
perhaps will provide parts of an overall solution.

4.3.1 Proposal 1: Remove priority information of requests

Remark: For the time being, this proposal doesn't include a BWB mechanism. By
means of this, the impact of removing the priority information of the
requests on the fairness can be evaluated more easily.

From section 3.3.2 (figure 3.4) it can be derived, that the priority level of a reservation is
known (via three request bits in the ACF) but the priority level of the data in a busy slot
is not known. This asymmetry means, that different nodes have different information about
the traffic on a bus, depending on the position of the node on the bus. As a consequence,
the distribution of the available bandwidth among the nodes is not fair. This is stated by
[HAH91].

On way to correct the above mentioned asymmetry is to remove the priority information
from the requests.
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By implementing this possibility, all nodes will have approximately the same information
about the traffic on a bus, irrespective of the position of the nodes on the bus. It remains
to be seen whether this proposal distributes the bandwidth in a fair way. This will be
examined in the next sections.

4.3.1.1 Concept

According to the standard, each priority level has its own 'request channel' on bus B. By
means of these request channels, downstream nodes can signal to upstream nodes, that
traffic with priority level X is queued for transmission. Upstream nodes read out these
channels one by one, to get information about the request rate for each level of priority.
As a result, empty slots are passed by these upstream nodes to satisfy the demand of
downstream nodes. This mechanism is described in section 2.4.2.

In this proposal, the number of request channels is reduced from 3 to 1. The requests of
all levels of priority will be transmitted by means of this single request channel, so that
the priority information of the requests is lost.
If the global priority information (priority information, that is available to all nodes by
reading the request channels) is removed, what remains is the local priority information
(the priority information of the arriving local traffic, which is not disseminated over the
network). With the use of the local priority information, the first proposal is realized.

Traffic with the highest priority level on the bus has to be served first, and in a FIFO way.
This mechanism is the same as the one described in section 2.4.2. Hereby the low priority
traffic is temporarily being prevented from transmitting, as soon as traffic arrives
anywhere in the network with a higher level of priority. After the high priority traffic has
been transmitted, the low priority traffic is served again. Although this principal is
pursued, the implementation will be slightly different This is explained in detail in the
next section.

4.3.1.2 Implementation

The three request bits in the ACF (that implement the three request channels) are reduced
from 3 to 1. The remaining Request bit is set as soon as a X-node (X = L, M or H) has
segments queued for transmission. As a consequence, the priority information is removed
from the requests.

In order for the high priority traffic to be served first, the following mechanism is used in
the standard: every priority level has its own FIFO queue; in such a queue, traffic of one
priority level is stored on a FIFO basis. In a node, traffic that is stored in the FIFO queue
with the highest priority level is served first. The counting mechanism is already explained
in section 2.4.1.
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However, when the priority information of the requests is removed, the counting mecha
nism changes a little. For, it's not clear whether the REQUEST or DOWN COUNTERS
of every priority level should be increased if a request passes by at the node, because the
priority level of the request and the priority level of the node can't be compared. The only
possibility is to increment the REQUEST COUNTERs of all priority levels if a request
passes by on bus B. However, in that case only one REQUEST COUNTER is needed for
all priority levels.

To solve the problem mentioned above, one Local Priority Queue (LPQ) is introduced (in
stead of three FIFO queues, one for each priority level). As soon as traffic arrives at the
node, it's stored in the LPQ in order of priority level: high priority traffic (if present) is
stored first (and will be served first), middle priority traffic is stored next, and finally low
priority traffic is stored. For traffic of one priority level, FIFO queuing is applied. Thus,
this procedure will guarantee that traffic of priority level H has priority over M- and L
traffic, and M-traffic has priority over L-traffic. Only one REQUEST COUNTER and
DOWN COUNTER are needed (since only the first segment of the LPQ -which is the
segment of the highest priority level present at the node- is served a time), and the
counting mechanism will match the counting mechanism of the standard for the uni
priority case (see section 2.4.1).

4.3.1.3 Advantages and disadvantages

The most important advantage is:

• Less hardware is required for the implementation of this new proposal,
since only one request bit is needed in the ACF.

Disadvantages are:

• The distribution of the bandwidth among nodes of the same priority level is
not uniform. This is due to the fact that the BWB mechanism is missing,
which causes all sorts of unfairness (see [JAN91]).

• Sometimes traffic with priority level M seizes less bandwidth than low
priority traffic. This situation occurs if traffic of priority level M is offered
to a H-node. Traffic of priority level H is served first, and priority M traffic
is stored in the local queue. Meanwhile, a L-node is able to transmit its
segments.

• Upstream H-nodes have to satisfy the requests passing by on bus B, without
knowing the priority level of these requests. The requests could be low
priority requests; in that case, the priority mechanism would be ineffective.

Looking at the disadvantages of this proposal, it's obvious that the distribution of the
bandwidth among the nodes of the same priority level still is unfair.
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4.3.1.4 Concept of proposal 1 combined with BWB

To improve the performance of this proposal, a separate BWB mechanism is applied to
each priority level to distribute the bandwidth in a fair way.
Moreover, a different bandwidth balancing modulus BWB_MOD is applied to each
priority level, to ensure that high priority nodes seize a greater amount of bandwidth than
low priority nodes. The concept will be discussed below.

The separate BWB mechanism for each level of priority will guarantee that there is some
unused bus capacity, by forcing each X-node (with X = L, M or H) to limit its throughput
to some multiple of that spare capacity (similar to the BWB mechanism, described in
section 2.4.3.1). The proportionality constant, BWB_MOD, will depend on the priority
level of the traffic. The unused capacity can be used by a coming heavy traffic user to
seize his part of the bandwidth. In the end, this scheme aims at a fair distribution of the
bandwidth among nodes of the same priority level.

Nodes transmitting at different priorities should get bandwidth in proportion to the
bandwidth balancing moduli of their current priority levels. The BWB moduli are ~, 13M
and ~. with ~ < ~M < ~H (if there would only be one ~, all nodes would seize an equal
part of the bandwidth irrespective of priority, which would cause unfairness). For this
scheme, a number of equations can be derived.

Each X-node should limit its throughput to ~x times the spare capacity. The throughput of
a X-node will be:

(4.1)

where

Rx =

A.x(k) =

throughput rate of node k of
priority level X,
control rate for priority X,
local traffic of priority level X.

The control rate Rx is defmed as a multiple of the unused bandwidth:

This equation can be solved for a particular X-node m:
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If a priority X-node has sufficient demand, then it will be rate controlled: its throughput
will match its entitlement. Lower priority traffic at this node will get nothing. If the
demand of the X-node is less than its entitlement, then all traffic of priority level X is
served, and lower priority traffic may use some of the leftover bandwidth (equation 4.4):

(4.4)

In the special case where each node has demand at only one priority level, and there are
Mx nodes active at priority level X, and all active nodes are rate controlled, equation 4.4
has a simple form:

In this special case, the bandwidth wastage Wequals:

W = 1 E_all_XP_x _

1 + Eall x( Px * Mx )

4.3.1.5 Implementation

The node should respond to arriving busy bits and request bits in such a way that:

S (kt)
U(k,t) ~ Eall x x '

Px

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

where U(k,t) =

Sx(k,t) =

The bus capacity unallocated by
node k at time t,
The rate at which node k serves
its own data segments at time t.

A possible implementation of this equation, which is based on equation 4.2, is shown in
figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Implementation of the BWB mechanism using local priority
information.

Explanation of figure 4.1: Local traffic of all priority levels that has arrived at the node
will be stored in the LPQ. The LPQ uses priority scheduling rather than FIFO. This is
already explained in section 4.3.1.2.

The DQSM contains only one REQUEST COUNTER and one DOWN COUNTER for
each bus. The REQUEST COUNTER is increased each time a request passes by on bus B.
There is only one REQUEST COUNTER needed for all levels of priority, because the
priority information of the requests has been removed; all requests have the same priority.
As a consequence, only one request bit in the ACF is needed.

As soon as traffic arrives at the node, the DQSM enters the COUNTDOWN state. The
value of the REQUEST COUNTER is copied into the DOWN COUNTER. Besides, the
RQM is ordered to send a request on bus B. The DOWN COUNTER is decreased on
every QA slot passing by on bus A. When the DOWN COUNTER reaches zero, the next
empty slot is used to transmit the stored segment. Only one segment is served a time.

For each level of priority, a separate BWB modulus Px is needed. Only one BWB
COUNTER (BC in the figure) is needed. This counter is increased with Ifl3x each time a
segment has been successfully transmitted. The value of I3x depends on the priority level
of the node. As soon as the BWB COUNTER equals 1, it is reset; an extra self request is
generated, so that the node has to skip the use of one empty slot (no traffic of another
priority level is being served). The value of Px determines for the most part the proportion
of the amount of bandwidth given to every level of priority.
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4.3.1.6 Advantages and disadvantages of proposal 1

The most important advantages of this new proposal are:

• Thanks to the BWB mechanism, the distribution of bandwidth among nodes
of the same priority level is much more equal than without it.

• High priority nodes serve their traffic with less delay than low priority
nodes (if l3H > ~M > 13J. For, a higher value of ~ for high priority nodes
implies that these nodes have to skip the use of an empty slot less often
than other nodes, which results in more bandwidth for high priority nodes.

• Each priority level can be assigned a different BWB modulus (again,
provided that l3H > ~M > 13J. In this way, the bandwidth allocation obtained
by each priority level can be influenced.

• Thanks to the separate BWB for each level of priority, unfairness form 3
(see section 3.3.2) is solved.

• In the uni-priority case, the proposal functions as described in the standard
(see section 2.4.1 and 2.4.3.1).

• Only a small amount of extra hardware is needed to implement this pro
posal. Only one request bit is needed in the ACF (therefore, 4 bits have
become useless), just like one REQUEST COUNTER and one DOWN
COUNTER for each bus. For the implementation of the BWB mechanism
one BWB COUNTER is needed, as well as three registers to hold the
values of ~x.

Disadvantages:

• Sometimes, high priority traffic is prevented from being served, while low
priority traffic is being transmitted. This is caused by two things.
Firstly, let's suppose that priority level M traffic is offered to a H-node. In
that case, the traffic of priority level H is served first, and traffic of priority
level M has to wait. Meanwhile, a L-node can access the bus, to transmit
his traffic, in spite of the presence of priority M traffic.
Secondly, unfairness form 1 of section 3.3.2 still exists. If a H-node has to
skip the use of an empty QA slot, forced by the BWB mechanism, an
adjacent downstream L- or M-node can use this empty slot, irrespective of
the presence of more traffic of priority level H on the bus.

• If the BWB mechanism is not active (in low load situations), the nodes
have a limited priority mechanism. On the one hand, at the nodes, the LPQ
is maintained, so that the highest priority traffic of the nodes is served first.
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But on the other hand, nodes have no infonnation as to the priority level of other
nodes, because the priority infonnation of the requests is removed: therefore, nodes
of different priority levels could seize the same amount of bandwidth (in the latter
case, the amount of bandwidth seized by the nodes depends upon the bus position).

• The amount of bandwidth, seized by high priority nodes, depends upon the
number of low priority nodes. This is shown by equation 4.5.

• The mechanism uses one LPQ is stead of three FIFO queues. This is a
deviation from the standard.

• Different BWB moduli could increase the bandwidth wastage. If ~x increa
ses, the bandwidth wastage increases. This is shown in equation 4.6.
Furthennore, BWB has a perfonnance trade-off between bus utilization and
speed of convergence. As the bandwidth balancing moduli increase, the
steady state nodal throughput for each level of priority increases, but it
takes longer to reach steady state.

4.3.2 Proposal 2: Add priority information to the busy slots

As already stated in section 4.3.1, different nodes have different infonnation about the
traffic on the bus. Downstream high priority nodes won't be able to find out the priority
level of the downstream nodes, because the data in the busy slots contains no priority
infonnation. On the contrary, downstream nodes exactly know the priority level of the
upstream nodes thanks to the requests that pass by on bus B. Apart from the solution
given in section 4.3.1, the solution of proposal 2 can be chosen: by adding priority
infonnation to the busy slots, this asymmetry can be corrected [HAH91]. By means of this
solution, nodes will not be too dependent of the bus position as for the infonnation they
receive about the amount of priority traffic.
It remains to be seen, whether this priority mechanism reduces the unfairness. This will be
examined in the next sections.

4.3.2.1 Concept

A node will not only write data into an empty slot, but will also indicate the priority level
of the data in the slot. A downstream node, for example the H-node in figure 4.2, will
notice that nodes with lower priority (the L-node in figure 4.2) are transmitting data, by
means of the priority infonnation of the busy slots. If a L-node is transmitting, this would
disturb the bandwidth distribution among the high priority nodes, which causes unfairness.
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Figure 4.2: Nodes also write priority information in the busy slots.

When a high priority node discovers that a low priority node is transmitting data, the high
priority node should be compensated: the amount of bandwidth assigned to should be
increased up to the maximum available bandwidth.

Provided that the above mentioned procedure can be implemented, high priority nodes
seize a greater amount of bandwidth than low priority nodes. But, this proposal still
doesn't succeed in distributing the bandwidth uniformly among nodes of the same priority
level. This condition has to be fulfilled to ensure fairness.

To fulfil both the latter condition and implement the compensation mechanism (so that
high priority nodes obtain all the bandwidth they need), a separate BWB mechanism for
each priority level is introduced. This concept is discussed in the next section.

4.3.2.2 Concept of proposal 2 combined with BWB

The separate BWB mechanism for each level of priority (this separation is necessary to
solve unfairness form 3 of section 3.3.2) will guarantee that there is some unused bus
capacity, by forcing each node to limit its throughput to some multiple of that spare
capacity (similar to the situation in section 2.4.3.2). The unused capacity can be used by a
coming heavy traffic user to seize his part of the bandwidth. In the end, this scheme aims
at a fair distribution of the bandwidth among nodes of the same priority level.
Different from the BWB mechanism described in section 4.3.1.4, there is no need for a
different BWB modulus for each level of priority.

As soon as a high priority node notices, that traffic with lower priority is being served, the
node will be compensated. This node won't skip the use of an empty QA slot (usually
forced by the BWB mechanism). In this way, high priority nodes will seize all the
available bandwidth. If there is some leftover bandwidth, this may be used to serve lower
priority traffic.

The principal of the compensation scheme, in combination with BWB, is explained in the
analytical approach mentioned below.
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Analytical approach

Each node has the possibility to detennine the bus capacity unallocated to any of the
nodes, by measuring the amount of traffic of priority X. For, each node can detennine the
rate of the requests of priority level X coming into the node at a certain time, the rate of
busy slots of priority level X coming into the node, and the rate at which the node serves
its own data segments of priority level X. The bus capacity not used by traffic of priority
level X or higher can therefore be measured:

(4.8)

If the network is in an overload situation, each node is rate controlled thanks to the BWB
mechanism. Every priority level has its own separate BWB mechanism. The local traffic is
treated as though it came from separate nodes, so that traffic of each priority level gets
some bandwidth. This is accomplished by virtually dividing a node in to three subnodes,
each of a different priority level. The highest priority traffic at a node is served first. As
soon as the use of one empty slot is skipped for this priority level (forced by the BWB
mechanism), traffic of lower priority will get the chance to obtain some bandwidth (this
leftover bandwidth is bandwidth balanced over this priority level). This is different from
the BWB mechanism used in proposal I, in which all priority levels at a node are forced
to skip the use of an empty slot on a BWB_reset. Each subnode of the same priority level
seizes the same amount of bandwidth. The amount of bandwidth seized by high priority
subnodes will not depend upon the amount of low priority traffic. This is accomplished by
the compensation mechanism.

The throughput of traffic of priority level X is limited to a multiple ~ of Ux+. Non rate
controlled subnodes may seize all the bandwidth they need:

(4.9)

where the control rate of priority level X equals:

(4.10)

For a rate controlled subnode m of priority level X, the throughput equals:

(4.11)
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In the special case where each subnode of priority level X is rate controlled, equation 4.11
has a simple fonn:

1%(1) = p
II (1 + P * M\

:y~% "

where My = number of subnodes with priority level y.

4.3.2.3 Implementation

(4.12)

For the implementation of this proposal, the ACF has to contain a Busy bit, three Request
bits and both the Reserved bits. These Reserved bits will contain the priority infonnation
of the busy slots: the bits indicate whether the priority level is L (00), M (01) or H (10).

By determining the rate of the requests and Busy bits of each priority level, and the rate at
which the node serves its own data segments, every node can measure the amount of
traffic of each priority level. The node should respond to arriving busy and request
infonnation in such a way that:

(4.13)

where Sx(k,t) =

Uxik,t) =

The rate at which node k serves its own data
segments at time 1,

The bus capacity unallocated by traffic of
priority level X or higher.

A possible implementation of this equation is shown in figure 4.3.

Explanation of figure 4.3: Each priority level has its own separate BWB mechanism. In
figure 4.3, each priority level has its own DQSM and RQM. In the real situation, only one
DQSM and RQM are needed for all levels of priority. So figure 4.3 is just a figure on
principal. Only one section, namely the M-section, is shown in detail. The DOWN and
REQUEST COUNTERs are implemented by means of a Transmit Queue (TQ). In this TQ,
requests and segments, which are served at a certain moment, are stored in a FIFO way.
This will be explained later.

The local traffic of each priority level will be stored in a FIFO queue. As soon as traffic
arrives, the node will enter the COUNTDOWN state. For example, the node enters the
COUNTDOWN state for priority level M (which also happens to be the highest priority
level present at the node):
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Figure 4.3: Implementation of proposal 2: Three subnodes, each with a
separate BWB mechanism, form one node.

The gate in figure 4.3 will take care of the implementation of the BWB mechanism. As
soon as an empty slot passes by on bus A, and the TQ is empty, then ~ segments will be
authorized to pass through the gate. If the DQSM notices a busy slot of priority level < M,
then up to ~ additional segments are authorized to pass through the gate (in this case, the
node receives compensation, because low priority traffic is being setved first). These
segments, as well as requests of higher or equal priority, are stored in the TQ in a FIFO
way (figure 4.4):
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Figure 4.4: Two possible states of the TQ.

Only the first element in the TQ is being processed by the subnode. As soon as an empty
slot passes by on bus A, and the first element happens to be a request (see TQl in figure
4.4), than the subnode has to skip the use of this empty slot. The first element is removed
from the TQ, and the other elements are moved up.
If the first element of the TQ happens to be a segment, a request is generated by the
RQM. As soon an empty slot passes by on bus A, this slot is used to transmit the
segment. The other elements are moved up.
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When all authorized segments have been transmitted, the DQSM is temporarily prevented
from processing any more local data (for example, by generating an extra request, which
will be stored in the TQ).

4.3.2.4 Advantages and disadvantages of proposal 2

The most important advantages are:

• Subnodes of the highest priority level on the bus seize almost the entire bus
capacity, and therefore serve their traffic with much less delay as low
priority subnodes. The throughput rate of the high priority subnodes is not
influenced by the presence of low priority traffic.

• Each priority level has its own separate BWB mechanism. The third form of
unfairness, described in section 3.3.2, has thereby disappeared.

• After the BWB mechanism is disabled, the priority mechanism of the
standard can be retained. For, each priority level has one request bit per
slot

• Subnodes who serve traffic of the same highest priority level seize an equal
amount of bandwidth. This is accomplished by the BWB mechanism.

Disadvantages:

• To be able to implement proposal 2, much extra hardware is needed. In the
ACF both the reserved bits will be used. To accomplish this, a read and
write mechanism is necessary. Moreover, a separate BWB mechanism for
each level priority has to be implemented.

• The TQ has to be reasonably large to be able to store all authorized seg
ments (which is very expensive). An example: if all nodes have been
serving traffic of priority level L for a long time, and a reasonable amount
of traffic of priority level H arrives at a single downstream node, then ~

segments will be authorized for each busy slot with low priority that passes
by on bus A, so that the TQ for this level of priority will be very easily
overloaded. As a consequence, segments of priority level H are wasted,
which is unacceptable.

4.3.3 Proposal 3: Priority indication for prevailing high priority nodes

Traffic of all priority levels (but from different nodes) can be allowed to access the
network at the same time.
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Therefore it's possible for low priority nodes to seize bandwidth, originally assigned to
high priority nodes (unfairness forms 1 and 2 of section 3.3.2). As a consequence, the
bandwidth distribution among high priority nodes is disturbed.

By temporarily freezing the transmission of low priority traffic in favour of the transmis
sion of high priority traffic, the situation mentioned above can be prevented.
This is the main idea of proposal 3 [BIS91]. In the next section, the concept will be
discussed.

Remark: This proposal doesn't include a BWB mechanism.

4.3.3.1 Concept

Proposal 3 ensures that traffic of the highest priority level on the bus can seize the total
bus capacity, for as long as needed, by forcing lower priority nodes to cease all transmis
sion procedures as long as higher priority traffic is present. To accomplish this, each node
has to notify the other nodes about the highest level of its local traffic via an extra
indicator in the slots on bus B.

This indicator marks the highest priority level X of all local traffic. The most downstream
node continues to write the indicator into every slot passing by on bus B, for as long as it
takes to send requests for all but the last segment of its highest priority traffic. As a
consequence, all nodes are continuously informed about the highest priority level present
at this node. Each following node will try in its turn to adjust the indicator, by writing the
highest priority level of its local traffic in the indicator. If a node succeeds in adjusting the
indicator, the highest priority level of the traffic at this node is at the same time the
highest priority level of all downstream nodes. In that case, the node may continue to
serve its traffic. An example (figure 4.5):

........ BueA

Figure 4.5: The indicator mechanism.
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Figure 4.5 visualizes part of a DQDB network with two nodes, a L- and a H-node.
The L-node has been able to successfully adjust the indicator (this is indicated by a 'L' in
one of the slots on bus B in figure 4.5), and therefore is allowed to continue the transmis
sion procedure. At the H-node, traffic of priority level H has arrived only a moment ago.
This node has started to successfully adjust the indicators, passing by on bus B. As soon
as the high priority request and the first indicator of priority level H will arrive at the L
node, this node will be forced to end all transmission procedures, for it won't be able to
successfully adjust the indicator anymore. In that case, the empty slots will pass the L
node unused, to serve the high priority traffic of the H-node.

The REQUEST COUNTERs could be regarded as indicators. For, these REQUEST
COUNTERs contain information about the level of priority of the requests of downstream
nodes (the REQUEST COUNTER for a given priority level is, or is not, zero). However,
there is a difference between the two mechanisms. For, a node which has segments stored
for transmission, is only allowed to generate one request a time. Further information as to
the number of other segments of that priority level stored in the queue are not provided, as
contrasted with the indicator mechanism. Besides, due to request overwriting, the value of
the REQUEST COUNTER is not always up to date (because requests are not yet written
on to bus B). With help of the indicator mechanism (to be specific, the first adjusted
indicator on bus B), this problem is solved. Upstream nodes will notice the request or the
adjusted indicator.

When the highest priority level in a node has changed, this is signalled immediately to the
other nodes, by writing another priority level in the indicator. Based on the priority level
of the indicator, each node individually decides to leave the total available bandwidth to
the node serving the highest priority level in the entire network.

A node can start participating again in the transmission procedure, if one of the following
events occurs:

1. The node notices, that the level of priority marked by the indicator has
changed: now it is equal to or less than the highest priority level present
at the node.

2. Local traffic arrives at the node of priority greater than or equal to the
priority level of the indicator.

In both cases, the indicator can successfully be changed.

4.3.3.2 Implementation

The two Reserved bits in the ACF are used to implement the indicator, and will be called
Priority Field (PF). Both the reserved bits initially are set to the value 00 by the HOBB•

Every node continuously attempts to OR-write in the PF the highest priority level (OR
write: 1+1=1, 0+1=1). A node writes in the PF the number 00, 01 or 10, depending on
whether the highest priority level of the node equals L, M or H.
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If the result is 01 (01+00=01 or 01+01=01), the highest priority level of traffic down
stream of and including the node equals M. If the result is 10 or 11 (00+10=10 or
01 +10=11 or 11 +10=11 or 10+10=10), the highest priority level of traffic downstream of
and including the node equals H. Otherwise, if the result is 00, the highest priority level
equals L.

A node continues to write the highest priority level in the PF for as long as it takes to
send requests on bus B for all but the last segment of this priority level. The reason for
doing this is as follows: If at any instant only one segment has not yet been served, then
the high priority request send on bus B suffices for the segment to receive the proper
service. In this way one empty slot per node upstream of the node with the highest
priority level is saved.

After the highest priority traffic is being served, the procedure mentioned above is
repeated for the second highest priority traffic etc.

If a node can't successfully adjust the indicator, it knows that traffic with a higher priority
level is present somewhere downstream. As a consequence, it will stop decreasing the
REQUEST and DOWN COUNTERS of all levels equal to or lower then the priority level
of the indicator. This is visualized in figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: A flow diagram of the indicator mechanism.

A more detailed description of the states of a node is given below:

A node is said to be in the X-IDLE state, if there is no segment of priority level X queued
for transmission. Otherwise, the node is in the X-COUNTDOWN state. A node can have
both X-IDLE and X-COUNTDOWN states at the same time, but not at the same level of
priority. The following states can be distinguished:

The node is in IDLE state for priority X (X-IDLE)

The DOWN COUNTER of priority level X (X-DOWN COUNTER) of a node remains
inactive for as long as the node is in the X-IDLE state.
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The X-REQUEST COUNTER is increased for every request of priority X or higher that
passes by on bus B. If an empty slot passes by on bus A, the X-REQUEST COUNTER is
only decreased if the node has outstanding requests that are of the same or higher priority
level as the priority level of the indicator. This procedure guarantees that the X-REQUEST
COUNTERS are in a monotonically decreasing order, Le. IL-REQUEST COUNTERI >=
1M-REQUEST COUNTERI >= IH-REQUEST COUNTERI, to ensure that high priority
traffic is served first.

The node enters the COUNTDOWN state for priority level X

If a node enters the X-COUNTDOWN state, it performs the following operations: The
value of the X-REQUEST COUNTER is copied in to the X-DOWN COUNTER, and the
X-REQUEST COUNTER is reset. All the REQUEST and DOWN COUNTERs of priority
level < X are increased. Then a X-request is generated. If priority level X is the highest
priority level of the node, the following operations are carried out:

• If more than one X-priority segment is present, the node will try to adjust
the indicator by OR-writing the X-priority level into the PF.

• Only one segment of priority level X is present. In that case the node will
try to adjust the indicator by OR-writing the (X-I)-priority level into the PF,
if more than one segment of priority level (X-I) is queued.

The node is in the X-COUNTDOWN state

The X-REQUEST COUNTER will be increased, when REQUESTs arrive of priority level
X. The X-DOWN COUNTER is increased if requests pass by on bus B with priority level
> X, and will only be decreased, if an empty slot passes the node, and the node has
outstanding requests that are of equal or higher priority level than the priority level of the
indicator.
If the X-DOWN COUNTER is zero, and an empty slot passes by on bus B, the segment
will be transmitted, if the following conditions are satisfied:

• The highest priority level of the node equals X.

• The priority level of the indicator is less than or equal to the highest
priority level of the node.

The above mentioned procedure is repeated for each segment in the queues.
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4.3.3.3 Advantages and disadvantages of proposal 3

The most important advantages of proposal 3 are:

• Traffic of the highest priority level on the bus seizes the total available
bandwidth. In this way, the delay characteristics for any given distribution
of high priority traffic is independent of low priority traffic.

• The time for the mechanism to converge to steady state is relatively short.
In the worst case, the maximum delay is equal to the maximum round-trip
delay between both ends of the bus (Le. when a initial heavy traffic L-node
is located upstream and a coming heavy traffic H-node is located down
stream)

• The bandwidth wastage under normal network operation (heavy load) is
shown to be insignificantly small [BIS91]. However, there exist instances,
where the bandwidth wastage is large. The maximum bandwidth wastage is
calculated via an example: An initial heavy traffic L-node is located up
stream, and a H-node, with only two segments queued, is located down
stream. After the H-node has started adjusting the indicator, it will take D
slots for the L-node to notice this, and end all transmission procedures. And
again after D slots time, the H-node notices the first empty slots passing by
on bus A. The H-node will use the first empty slot, sends a request on bus
B for the second segment with a delay of one slot time (that request will
again take D slots to reach the L-node) and ends adjusting the indicator. So
after D+1 slots the L-node is aware of the fact that all traffic of the H-node
has been served. In the meantime, it will skip the use of D+1 empty slots,
whereas only two empty slots are used. The bandwidth wastage therefore
equals D-l slots.

• For the implementation of proposal 3 only a small amount of extra hard
ware is needed (for the implementation of the indicator).

Disadvantages:

• If traffic of only one priority level is being served on the bus, the distribu
tion of the bandwidth among the nodes is not uniform, because no BWB
mechanism is present. This is a deviation from the standard.

• As a consequence, nodes of the same priority level do not seize the same
amount of bandwidth. Nodes located upstream will seize more bandwidth
than downstream nodes. The distribution of the bandwidth among the nodes
is therefore the same as in the uni-priority case without BWB. As a conse
quence, the protocol is not fair.
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4.3.4 Proposal 4: Multiple requests for M- and H-nodes

As stated in chapter 3, an upstream initial heavy traffic node of low priority seizes the
same amount of bandwidth as a downstream coming heavy traffic node of high priority.
Low priority nodes react earlier to high priority requests, but this is insufficient for the
high priority nodes to seize more bandwidth. For, high priority nodes may send only one
request a time. This situation could be improved, by allowing high priority nodes to
generate more than one request a time. In that way, low priority nodes, who have to react
immediately to high priority requests, would be forced to seize less bandwidth. This will
be the subject of the next section.

Remark: This proposal doesn't include a BWB mechanism.

4.3.4.1 Concept

In literature, several proposals for improvement of the DQDB protocol consider a
mechanism with multiple requests [MUK91], [GAG91], [MUL90]. But, mostly for the uni
priority case without BWB. One of these proposals could be used as a basis to improve
the performance of the protocol in the multi-priority case [MUL90].

The main idea is to allow the high priority nodes to generate more than one request while
the segments still are queued. So no more requests are generated as there are segments
queued, but the requests are generated much earlier. The number of requests that may be
generated at the same time for each level of priority, as well as the amount of traffic of
each priority level, will determine the ratio between the amount of bandwidth seized by
each priority level. Once a node is allowed to transmit, it may serve as many segments in
a row as there are requests transmitted (this will be explained in detail in the next section).
High priority traffic is served first, as is the case in the standard.

To prevail H-nodes above M-nodes, and M-nodes above L-nodes, it's decided to allow H
nodes to generate up to 3, M-nodes up to 2, and L-nodes up to only 1 request a time.

4.3.4.2 Implementation

The two Reserved bits in the ACF are used to implement this proposal. H-nodes may
write up to 3 requests in a slot. To accomplish this, the H-Request bit is used in com
bination with one of the Reserved bits. The bit-combinations are shown in table 4.1.
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Table 4.1:

H-REQ bit Reserved bit Number of Requests set

0 0 0

1 0 1

0 1 2

1 1 3

Bit combinations for the H-Request field.

M-nodes may write up to 2 requests in a slot To accomplish this, the M-Request bit is
used in combination with the other Reserved bit. The following bit-combinations are
possible:

M-REQ bit Reserved bit Number of Requests set

0 X 0

1 0 1

1 1 2

Table 42: Bit combinations for the M-Request field.

For the L-nodes, only one bit is needed, namely the L-Request bit (0 or 1).

As soon as a message (containing several segments) of priority level X arrives at a node,
part of the message is queued in an additional queue: up to 3 segments for priority level
H, up to 2 for priority level M, and only one segment for priority level L.
At the same time, multiple request are generated for these segments. As soon as a slot
passes by on bus B with a zero X-Request bit, this slot is used for the transmission of the
requests. Besides, a MULTI REQUEST COUNTER is used, to store the value of the
number of requests. The value of the REQUEST COUNTER (one for each priority level)
will be copied into the DOWN COUNTER. As soon as the DOWN COUNTER equals
zero, all segments of the additional queue are allowed to be served without a pause, each
time an empty slot passes by on bus A. When a segment is transmitted, the value of the
MULTI REQUEST COUNTER is decreased, until it reaches zero. In that case, thing start
allover again.

A low priority node decreases its REQUEST COUNTERs or DOWN COUNTERs for
every high priority request that is passing by on bus B according to the mechanism of the
standard. In this way, the low priority nodes are slowed down if high priority traffic is
present anywhere on the bus.
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4.3.4.3 Advantages and disadvantages of proposal 4

The most important advantage of proposal 4 is:

• H-nodes obtain a greater amount of bandwidth than M-nodes, and M-nodes
obtain a greater amount of bandwidth than L-nodes. Higher priority traffic
will therefore be served with less delay than low priority traffic.

Disadvantages are:

• Nodes of the same level of priority won't seize the same amount of band
width. Upstream nodes could be dominated by downstream nodes (because
of the many requests passing by, if the downstream nodes are heavily
loaded). No BWB mechanism is enabled, that could distribute the available
bandwidth in a fair way.

• It's still possible for low priority nodes to seize some bandwidth. An exam
ple: If there is one downstream H-node, and one or more upstream L-nodes,
than the L-nodes will react immediately to the high priority requests. But as
soon as these requests are satisfied, the L-nodes can start transmission
again. In case of a large D, the amount of bandwidth, seized by the L
nodes, could be considerably large.

• Because a BWB mechanism is not included, the bandwidth is not unifonnly
distributed in the uni-priority case, as is prescribed by the standard.

• To implement proposal 4, a lot of extra hardware is needed. Among other
things, an extra counter and queue are needed for every level of priority, as
well as hardware to handle the multiple requests.
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5
Two proposals for improving
the priority mechanism

5.1 Introduction

The proposals described in chapter 4 just partly improve the priority mechanism. There
fore the advantages and disadvantages of the proposals of chapter 4 will be evaluated first.
From the conclusions of this evaluation, two final proposals will be developed.

5.2 Evaluation of the proposals of chapter 4

Remark:

Proposal 1:

The three forms of unfairness, referred to in this section, are described in
detail in section 3.3.2.

If the most important advantages and disadvantages of the first proposal are evaluated, the
following conclusions can be drawn:

This proposal contains one BWB mechanism with three different BWB moduli, one for
each level of priority. This mechanism guarantees that each node of the same priority level
X seizes approximately the same amount of bandwidth. The amount of bandwidth, seized
by each X-node, is not exactly the same, for it's still possible for a lower priority node,
enclosed by higher priority nodes, to disturb the bandwidth sharing of these higher priority
nodes (unfairness form 1). So Unfairness form 1 is just partly removed (the disturbance of
the bandwidth sharing has decreased, for the fact, that the value of BWB_MOD increases
with increasing priority level, so that higher priority nodes will seize more bandwidth; in
section 3.3.2, the value of BWB_MOD is the same for each level of priority). Unfairness
form 3 disappears: IfaX-node is forced to skip the use of one empty slot because of the
BWB mechanism, traffic of priority <X is also blocked. This is a consequence of the fact,
that only one REQUEST COUNfER is present for all levels of priority. If the REQUEST
COUNfER is increased, traffic of all levels of priority will be blocked, not only the
highest priority traffic.

Moreover, high priority nodes suffer from less delay than low priority nodes. This is also
due to the fact, that the value of BWB_MOD increases with increasing level of priority, so
that high priority nodes seize a greater part of the bandwidth. As a consequence, unfair
ness form 2 has disappeared.
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High priority nodes won't seize the total available bandwidth. This is due to the introduc
tion of the BWB mechanism, so that a small amount of bandwidth won't be used ever:
this remaining part could be used by low priority nodes. By choosing BWB~OD for low
priority nodes very small, the amount of the bandwidth seized by low priority nodes can
be made negligible small (if there is much high priority traffic present on the bus).
However, in this case the bandwidth wastage would be very large (equation 4.6).

Perhaps the most important disadvantage is caused by the removal of the pnonty
information from the request, so that nodes won't be able to pass the highest priority level
of the local traffic in their queue to each other.

Now, the BWB mechanism has to take care of the bandwidth distribution, by using the
priority information of the local traffic of each node (the BWB_MOD increases with
increasing level of priority, and therefore the amount of bandwidth). If the BWB mecha
nism is disabled (not enough local traffic), traffic of the highest priority level in a node
still will be served first (thanks to the LPQ). However, it's not sure whether high priority
nodes are served first or not. In this case, nodes of different levels of priority could each
seize the same amount of bandwidth. For, low priority nodes won't be able to recover the
priority level of the requests, sent by nodes located downstream, so that each node is
treated the same (high priority nodes won't take precedence of low priority nodes). It's
even possible for a low priority node to seize the total available bandwidth, if this node is
an initial heavy traffic node located upstream. This is unacceptable, if high priority, delay
sensitive traffic has to obtain a guaranteed amount of bandwidth.

Based on this evaluation, it's concluded that proposal 1 is not a good alternative for the
current priority mechanism.

Proposal 2:

If the most important advantages and disadvantages of proposal 2 are evaluated, the
following conclusions can be drawn:

Nodes of the same highest priority level seize most of the available bandwidth (thanks to
the compensation mechanism based on additional information in empty slots), and each
seize the same amount of bandwidth (thanks to the BWB mechanism).
Unfairness form 1 has disappeared. If a low priority node seizes bandwidth, that was
really assigned to high priority nodes, it's noticed by the high priority nodes: they will be
compensated. The separate BWB mechanism for each level of priority will ensure that the
compensation of these nodes is bounded, so that each node of the same priority level will
seize an equal part of the bandwidth. Moreover, by introducing a separate BWB mecha
nism for each level of priority, unfairness form 3 has disappeared.

Unfairness form 2 has disappeared as well. Downstream high priority nodes are aware of
the presence of low priority nodes, thanks to the priority information of the busy slots. As
soon as this situation occurs, the high priority nodes will be compensated, until they have
seized all the available bandwidth.
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An important disadvantage of this proposal is the amount of extra hardware, that is
necessary for its implementation. Much hardware is needed for the addition of the priority
information to the busy slots,for reading out this priority information, and for the
implementation of the separate BWB mechanism for each level of priority. Therefore,
proposal 2 is expensive.

The most important disadvantage is due to the fact, that these proposal can't be implemen
ted in a proper way.
This proposal uses a TQ, which replaces the REQUEST and DOWN COUNTERs. This
TQ will be very easily overloaded. This is already explained in detail in section 4.3.2.4.
If no measures are taken to prevent this overflow (for example, by means of prescribing a
maximum number of segments, that is allowed to be stored in the TQ at a certain time),
the TQ will be overloaded, so that segments are wasted which is not tolerable (of course,
it's much to expensive to create a TQ, which won't be overloaded ever).
It remains to be seen, whether the prescription of a maximum number of segments for the
TQ is the proper solution to this problem. For it is not clear, how this maximum value is
to be determined, and whether a node could be sufficiently compensated with this
maximum number of segments.
There has not yet been found another way in which nodes could be compensated without
the use of some sort of TQ (which compensates the nodes retrospectively).

Based on this evaluation, it's concluded that this proposal is not a good alternative for the
current priority mechanism.

Proposal 3:

The following remarks can be made:

Traffic with the highest priority level on the bus seizes all the available bandwidth, thanks
to the indicator mechanism. That's why unfairness form 1 has disappeared. For, lower
priority nodes are not allowed to transmit, so that they can't seize bandwidth, that already
has been reserved for high priority nodes. Unfairness form 2 has disappeared for the same
reason.

No BWB mechanism is present. This is the [lIst important disadvantage: according to the
standard, if there is traffic on the bus with only one level of priority, a BWB has to be
present to distribute the bandwidth among the nodes in a fair way. That's why, in a new
proposal for improving the BWB mechanism, a BWB mechanism always has to be
included.
The second disadvantage, also caused by the absence of a BWB mechanism, is the fact
that nodes of the highest priority level don't seize the same amount of bandwidth. The
position of the nodes on the bus is very important: upstream nodes seize more bandwidth
than downstream nodes.
Unfairness form 3 is not relevant.
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If a separate BWB mechanism for each level of priority could be included, so that these 2
disadvantages disappear, and no other disadvantages arise, this proposal seems to fulfil to
all conditions made in section 4.2. Proposal 3 combined with BWB will be discussed and
analyzed in section 5.3.1.

Proposal 4:

It's true that higher priority nodes obtain more bandwidth than lower priority nodes,
(thanks to the fact that higher priority nodes may send more requests a time), but lower
priority nodes still have the ability to seize bandwidth. Moreover, no BWB mechanism is
present, which could distribute the bandwidth among nodes of the same level of priority in
a fair way. Now, downstream X-nodes can dominate upstream X-nodes, for the many
requests, so that these nodes are treated unfair.
If a BWB mechanism would be included (for example the BWB mechanism described in
proposal 2 of chapter 4, without the compensation mechanism), the distribution of the
bandwidth among these nodes still isn't uniform. The distribution of the bandwidth could
be disturbed if lower priority nodes are enclosed between higher priority nodes (unfairness
form 1). However unfairness form 3 disappears (if at least the BWB mechanism of
proposal 2 is used). Also unfairness form 2 has disappeared thanks to the multiple request
mechanism.

Except for the above mentioned disadvantages of this proposal there is another important
disadvantage: a reasonable amount of extra hardware is needed for the implementation.
For each bus and for each level of priority an extra queue is needed, as well as a
mechanism to generate and signal multiple requests, and a BWB mechanism. Therefore
proposal 4 is very expensive, but it still doesn't solve all the problems. If proposal 3
combined with BWB isproven to be functioning well, this proposal is clearly preferable to
proposal 4.

From the evaluation (of the four proposals) mentioned above, the conclusion can be
drawn, that an improved priority mechanism based on proposal 3 (in combination with
BWB) could be possible. The proposals 1, 2 and 4 are as a hole no alternative for
improving the current priority mechanism; however, parts of these proposals are useful,
like the BWB mechanism of proposal 2 (without the compensation mechanism). These
conclusions will be taken into account in the next sections.

5.3 Final proposal for improving the priority mechanism

As concluded in the former section, a new proposal could be based on the indicator
mechanism, in combination with a BWB mechanism (section 5.3.1). This proposal will be
based on absolute priority (definition 1). It has to be decided whether all forms of
unfairness described in section 3.3.2 have been solved, and whether all conditions made in
section 4.2 have been fulfilled. This will be examined in section 5.3.1.2.
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An alternative proposal (section 5.3.2) will take the second definition of priority (which
defines that high priority nodes will be served with less delay than low priority nodes) as
a basis. This proposal is based upon a separate BWB mechanism for each level of priority
as described in proposal 1 and 2. This proposal will also be analyzed to see if the three
unfairness forms have been solved, and whether all conditions made in section 4.2 have
been fulfilled. Although this proposal is based upon the second defmition of priority which
is not preferred in this report, it is interesting to describe this proposal for it solves the
three forms of unfairness.

5.3.1 BWB combined with the indicator mechanism

This proposal will be based upon the indicator mechanism of section 4.3.3, which won't
be explained in detail anymore. Successively the concept, implementation and evaluation
of this proposal will be discussed.

5.3.1.1 Concept and implementation

A separate BWB mechanism for each level of priority (like the one described in proposal
2, without the compensation mechanism) is added to the indicator mechanism as follows:

Each level of priority has its own separate BWB mechanism, Le. a separate BWB
COUNTER, which is increased with one each time a segment of that particular priority
level is sent successfully. If the BWB COUNTER for this level of priority (say X) equals
BWB_MOD-l (each level of priority has the same BWB_MOD), the BWB COUNTER is
reset. Next, the value of the X-REQUEST COUNTER is examined. If the value equals
zero, the conclusion can be drawn that no downstream X-node has segments waiting to be
transmitted. In that case, the node may continue transmitting data. If the value of the X
REQUEST COUNTER equals one or more, the X-node has to skip the use of one empty
slot passing by on bus A (an extra request is generated). Besides, the values of the
REQUEST or DOWN COUNTERs of priority levels <X are increased by one, to solve
unfairness form 3. The empty slots, left unused by this node, will be used by other X
nodes, to obtain their part of the bandwidth.

If lower priority nodes, which are enclosed by higher priority nodes, wouldn't use the
bandwidth already reserved for higher priority nodes, the BWB mechanism would ensure
that nodes of the same priority level would seize the same amount of bandwidth. How
ever, unfairness form 1 still exists.

This problem is solved by introducing the indicator mechanism of section 4.3.3, which
guarantees that the highest priority nodes seize all the available bandwidth (so that
unfairness form 2 disappears as well). A lower priority node, enclosed between higher
priority nodes, can't successfully adjust the indicator, and has to end all transmission
procedures. This is shown in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Working of the indicator mechanism for a HLH con
figuration.

Although the most upstream highest priority node has to skip an empty slot on bus A
forced by the BWB mechanism, the lower node still can't transmit. For, the downstream
H-node has signalled via the indicator, that more high priority traffic is waiting to be
transmitted, so that the L-node fails to adjust the indicator. This L-node also skips the use
of this empty slot, after which it is used by the downstream H-node.

The next figures indicate, how the distribution of the bandwidth is going to be, in the
situation of section 3.3.2:

Throughput

L L L L

Figure 5.2: Throughput distribution per node for three possible con
figurations, namely LHLH, ILHHH en HHHIL.

As shown in figure 5.2, low priority nodes won't seize bandwidth, while H-nodes share all
the available bandwidth.

The implementation of this proposal is almost similar to the implementation of the
indicator mechanism. The BWB mechanism is added to it. The working of the DOWN
and REQUEST COUNTERs will stay the same as described in the standard (section
4.3.3.1), except for the changes mentioned above. The figure on principal is shown below:
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Figure 5.3: Implementation of the indicator mechanism in combination
with BWB.

As shown in figure 5.3, there is a separate BWB mechanism for each level of priority.
There are also one DQSM and one RQM for each level of priority. There is an internal
linkage among the sections of the node, so that node sections won't try to write data into
the same empty slot Gust like in the priority mechanism of the standard).

The ACF contains the following bits (figure 5.4):

I
BUSY SL_TYPE PSR INDICATOR L-REQ M-REQ H-REQ

I
1 bit 1 bit 1 bit 2 bits 1 bit 1 bit 1 bit

I

Figure 5.4: The adjusted ACF.

The only difference between the ACF of this proposal and the ACF of the standard is the
usage of the two reserved bits, to implement the indicator mechanism.
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5.3.1.2 Evaluation

In this section, the properties of this proposal will be compared with the conditions of
section 4.2.

The distribution of the bandwidth between H-, M- and L-nodes

The nodes of the highest priority level will seize all the available bandwidth. Nodes of a
lower priority will have to stop transmitting, as long as traffic of higher priority is present
on the bus. If the lower priority node is located upstream of the higher priority node, this
will be caused by the indicator mechanism. If the lower priority node is located down
stream of the higher priority node, the lower priority requests will simply be ignored by
the higher priority node, which seizes all the bandwidth needed.
The highest priority nodes seize the same amount of bandwidth, thanks to the BWB
mechanism. In figure 5.2, the distribution of the bandwidth among the nodes in several
situations is depicted.

In this way, it's made certain that the delay characteristics of high priority traffic (delay
sensitive services) won't be dependent of low priority traffic (absolute priority).

The bandwidth wastage

The only bandwidth wastage in the network is caused by the indicator mechanism (as
described in section 4.3.3.3, the maximum number of wasted slots for that situation is
equal to D-l time slots each time the H-node is activated).
The introduction of the BWB mechanism won't cause an extra amount of bandwidth to be
wasted, for a node will only skip the use of an empty slot, if its REQUEST COUNTER is
not equal to zero, so if other traffic of the same priority level is present on the bus.
The bandwidth wastage depends upon the network span, the bus speed, and the kind of
traffic on the bus (short or long messages, high or low priority, much or little traffic). The
bandwidth wastage will be larger or smaller, dependent on these parameters. However, it
seems that the bandwidth wastage is small in practice. Via simulations, the amount of
bandwidth wasted has to be measured for several network configurations. It has to be
decided, whether the amount of bandwidth wasted will be acceptable or not (of course, it
has to be less than for the standard priority mechanism in the same situation).

Speed of convergence

The time, needed for the priority mechanism to distribute the bandwidth among the nodes
in a proper way, depends upon the speed of convergence of two mechanisms: the indicator
mechanism and the BWB mechanism.
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By means of the indicator mechanism it's ensured, that the highest priority nodes seize all
the available bandwidth. For, as soon as the low priority nodes notices the high priority
level of the indicator, it will stop transmitting. The speed of convergence for this mecha
nism is at most one round trip delay time.
After that, the BWB mechanism distributes the bandwidth among the highest priority
nodes in a fair way. The balancing time equals several times the round trip delay time.
Again, via simulations the speed of convergence has to be determined for several network
configurations (the most suitable value of BWB_MOD has to be determined).

The implementation

This proposal is based on the priority mechanism of the standard.
According to the standard, if there is traffic of only one priority level on the bus, a BWB
mechanism has to be present. to distribute the bandwidth among the nodes in a fair way.
This conditions is fulfilled. Furthermore. the implementation of the REQUEST and
DOWN COUNTERs is the same as described in the standard. An indicator mechanism is
added to the DQSM.

One of the disadvantages of this proposal is the large amount of extra hardware, needed
for the implementation. The implementation of the BWB mechanism and the indicator
mechanism require many counters, gates and timers. But. it has to be noted, that this is a
direct consequence of the condition, that the implementation of the priority mechanism has
to match the one described in the standard. The priority mechanism will be bounded to
some restrictions: the current implementation (REQUEST and DOWN COUNTERs, FIFO
queue, etc) has to be followed, a BWB mechanism has to be present, and only two bits in
the ACF can be used for improvements. This causes improvements to be easily complex.

5.3.2 BWB combined with slot reservation

An alternative proposal is also based on a separate BWB mechanism for each level of
priority. as described in the former section. To solve unfairness form 1 of section 3.3.2. no
indicator mechanism will be used.
Instead, to solve unfairness form 1. a mechanism will be used that reserves the empty
slots, passed by X-nodes (forced by the BWB mechanism), for other nodes of the same of
higher priority level further downstream.
In this way. low priority nodes are prevented from using empty slots, which were reserved
for high priority downstream nodes. This mechanism is called the slot reservation
mechanism.

5.3.2.1 Concept and implementation

A H-node. whose BWB COUNTER equals BWB_MOD-l. doesn't have to skip the use of
an empty slot on bus A. if its REQUEST COUNTER equals zero.
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In this way, no bandwidth is wasted, and no low priority nodes are able to use bandwidth
of H-nodes (this is only true for H-nodes, the reason for this will be explained later). If
the REQUEST COUNTER equals 1 or more, the empty slot will be reserved for nodes of
equal or higher priority, so that it can't be used by low priority nodes. The slot reservation
mechanism is implemented, by using the two reserved bits in the ACF of the fonner slot,
in which the priority level X of the next reserved slot passed by the X-node is written.
The priority infonnation is written into the fonner slot, to decrease the delay with one slot
time. Low priority nodes, located further downstream, read out this priority infonnation,
after which they let pass the next reserved slot, for it is marked busy. The REQUEST
and/or DOWN COUNTERs of these low priority nodes won't be decreased. The high
priority nodes read out the priority infonnation, and notice that the next slot can be used
(if it's not already busy). This is visualized in figure 5.5.

i
Write P~IO-H
In buaylalot

••••-.•••••••••••••••.1

H-REQ H-REO

Figure 5.5: Working of the slot reservation mechanism for a HUl con
figuration.

Although unfairness fonn 1 has disappeared, unfairness fonn 2 remains present For, if
low priority nodes are located upstream, and high priority nodes downstream, the priority
mechanism still functions as described in section 3.3.2. The slot reservation mechanism
only blocks low priority nodes, which are located further downstream than the high
priority node. To solve this problem, the BWB mechanism is adjusted: for each level of
priority, a different BWB_MOD is introduced (as in proposal 1 of chapter 4). Furthennore,
it is defined that J3L < ~M < f3H. Because the value of BWB_MOD decreases with
decreasing level of priority, low priority nodes have to skip the use of an empty slot more
often. This extra bandwidth can be used by the higher priority nodes to seize more
bandwidth (more bandwidth than lower priority nodes).

Only H-nodes take the value of the REQUEST COUNTER into account, if the use of an
empty slot has to be skipped. The L- and M-nodes skip the use of an empty slot (forced
by the BWB mechanism), irrespective of the value of the REQUEST COUNTERs. The
reason for this is the following (an example):
Suppose there is only one upstream L-node, and one or more downstream H-nodes. If the
L-node only should skip the use of an empty slot (forced by the BWB mechanism), when
the value of the REQUEST COUNTER didn't equal zero, then it wouldn't once have to
skip the use of an empty slot.
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For, no other downstream L-nodes are present on the bus, so that the value of its
REQUEST COUNTER remains zero. In that case, H-nodes only could seize bandwidth by
sending requests. These requests are selVed immediately by L-nodes, but on account of the
position of H-nodes on the bus, they won't be able to seize a fair part of the bandwidth
(this situation equals the one described in section 3.3.2, unfairness form 2).

If the BWB mechanism is disabled, because there is not enough traffic on the bus, the slot
reselVation mechanism is also disabled. This isn't a problem, for the bus is not over
loaded, so each node seizes the bandwidth it requires.

The bandwidth distribution for several situations, described in section 3.3.2, are visualized
in figure 5.6:

Figure 5.6: Throughput distribution per node for several network con
figurations, namely HLHUI, UHHH en HHHU.

In figure 5.6, the H- and L-nodes are located along bus A. The implementation of this
proposal is shown in figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Implementation of the slot reservation mechanism, combined
with BWB.
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As depicted in figure 5.7, each level of priority has its own separate BWB mechanism.
There are also one DQSM and one RQM for each level of priority, but in the real
situation they are coupled to one DQSM and one RQM (by means of an internal linkage).
RES in the figure depicts the slot reservation mechanism.

The ACF for this proposal is shown below:

BUSY Sl..-TYPE PSR RES RES L-REQ M-REQ H-REQ
M-PRIO H-PRIO

1 bit 1 bit 1 bit 1 bit 1 bit 1 bit 1 bit 1 bit

Figure 5.8: The enhanced ACF.

In the two reserved bits the priority information will be written. This is done as follows:
One bit is reserved for traffic of priority level H. If this bit is one, the next slot can be
used by H-nodes. Otherwise, it can be used by all X-nodes. The other bit is reserved for
traffic of priority level M. The procedure is the same as for traffic of priority level H.

5.3.2.2 Evaluation

In this section, the properties of this proposal will be compared with the conditions of
section 4.2.

The distribution of the bandwidth between H-, M- and L-nodes

In this proposal, higher priority nodes seize more bandwidth than lower priority nodes.
This is accomplished, by giving high priority traffic a higher value of BWB_MOD. The
ratio between the amount of bandwidth seized by H-, M- and L-nodes depends upon the
values of the BWB moduli, and on the amount of traffic of priority level X. Therefore,
this proposal is not based on definition 1 of priority (absolute priority, see also section
2.4.2), but is based on defmition 2 of priority: higher priority nodes have to be more
successful in sending their segments than low priority nodes. But, the amount of traffic,
seized by low priority nodes, is negligible small, if I3r. is much smaller than 13M or f3H.

The separate BWB mechanism for each level of priority, combined with the slot reser
vation mechanism, ensure that nodes of the same level of priority seize the same amount
of bandwidth, and are not dependent upon the bus position.
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Through simulations, the distribution of the bandwidth among the nodes, shown in figure
5.6, have to be checked. Besides, the BWB moduli have to be initialised in such a way,
that the delay sensitive high priority services are supported in a proper way.

The bandwidth wastage

The implementation of the BWB mechanism results in an extra bandwidth wastage, caused
by the priority levels M and L. The amount of bandwidth will (among other things) be
determined by the number of active nodes, and by the values of the BWB moduli. In
section 3.3.1 and 4.3.1.4 (see also equation 4.6) this is explained in detail. Higher priority
nodes only skip the use of an empty slot, after they have examined the value of the
REQUEST COUNTER (its value has to be larger than zero). In this way, it's made sure
that no bandwidth will be wasted by H-nodes, that could be used by lower priority nodes.

Simulations have to shown the amount of bandwidth wastage for different network
configurations. A proper initialisation of the BWB moduli will probably be decisive for
the proper functioning of this priority mechanism. Only if the amount of bandwidth wasted
is acceptable, and the delay sensitive services won't suffer from too much delay, this
priority mechanism can be used.

The convergence time

The convergence time, needed by the BWB mechanism to give each node the bandwidth
it's entitled to, is several times the round-trip delay time.
The convergence time is dependent of the values of the different BWB moduli. The
smaller the BWB moduli, the shorter the convergence time (but the larger the bandwidth
wastage). A proper initialisation of the BWB moduli is needed, to deal with this trade-off.

The implementation

This proposal is based on the priority mechanism of the standard.
According to the standard, if there is traffic of only one priority level on the bus, a BWB
mechanism has to be present, to distribute the bandwidth among the nodes in a fair way.
This conditions is fulfilled. Furthermore, the implementation of the REQUEST and
DOWN COUNTERs is the same as described in the standard, except for a small change to
be able to implement the slot reservation mechanism.

One of the disadvantages of this proposal is the large amount of extra hardware, needed
for the implementation. The implementation of the BWB mechanism and the indicator
mechanism require many counters, gates and timers.
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6 Conclusions and recommendations

After analyzing some situations, in which the priority mechanism doesn't perform properly
(chapter 3), and analyzing four of the most important proposals (of literature) to improve
the priority mechanism (chapter 4), two proposals have been developed:

The final proposal for an improved priority mechanism (section 5.3.1) is based on a
separate BWB mechanism for each level of priority combined with the indicator mecha
nism of [BIS91]. The most important properties of this proposal are mentioned below:

• This priority mechanism is based on definition 1 of priority (absolute priority), so
that high priority nodes seize a guaranteed amount of bandwidth;

• Nodes of the same priority level seize the same amount of bandwidth, thanks to the
BWB mechanism;

• The speed of convergence for the indicator mechanism is very fast. For the BWB
mechanism, it's several times the round-trip-delay;

• A reasonable amount of hardware is required to implement this priority mechanism.
• The indicator mechanism wastes a small amount of bandwidth in high load situa

tions.

An alternative proposal for an improved priority mechanism (section 5.3.2) is based on a
separate BWB mechanism for each level of priority combined with a slot reservation
mechanism. The most important properties of this proposal are:

• This priority mechanism is based on the second definition of priority, which says
that high priority nodes seize a greater part of bandwidth than low priority nodes.
High priority traffic therefore is sent with less delay than low priority traffic, but
the access performance of high priority traffic can be affected by the presence of
lower priority traffic;

• Nodes of the same priority level seize the same amount of bandwidth;
• The speed of convergence is several times the round-trip-delay;
• A reasonable amount of hardware is required to implement this priority mechanism.
• The amount of bandwidth that will be wasted highly depends upon the BWB

parameters.

The first priority mechanism is clearly preferred, for this mechanism is based on the
principle of 'absolute priority'. By means of this, it's made sure that high priority traffic
will seize a guaranteed amount of bandwidth, so that the access performance of high
priority traffic is unaffected by low priority traffic. If this scheme, that is theoretically
derived, is proved to also operate properly in practice, it can be used to support delay
sensitive services in a proper way.
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Finally, the following recommendations can be made:

To be able to compare the performance of both the priority mechanism of the standard as
well as the priority mechanisms mentioned above, it is recommended to develop a
simulation model that is able to simulate all three priority mechanisms for the same
network configuration. Hereby, important subjects are: fairness, speed of convergence,
bandwidth wastage and ease of implementation.
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Appendix A List of abbreviations

ACF = Access Control Field
AU = Access Unit

B-ISDN = Broadband-Integrated Services Digital Network
BWB = BandWidth Balancing
BWB_MOD = BandWidth Balancing Modulus
BWBM = BandWitdh Balancing Machine

COCF = Connection Oriented Convergence Function
CRC = Cyclic Redundancy Check

DLL = Data Link Layer
DMPDU = Derived MAC Protocol Data Unit
DQDB = Distributed Queue Dual Bus
DQSM = Distributed Queue State Machine

ETSI = European Telecommunication Standardization Institute

FIFO = First In First Out

HCS = Header Check Sequence
HOB = Head Of Bus

IEEE = Institute of Electrical & Electronic Engineers
ISO = International Standards Organization

LAN = Local Area Network
LLC = Logical Link Control
LPQ = Local Priority Queue

MAC = Medium Access Control
MAN = Metropolitan Area Network
MCF = MAC Convergence Protocol
MSDU = MAC Service Data Unit

NA = Network Aspects

OSI = Open System Interconnection

PA = Pre-Arbitrated
PBX = Private Branch eXchange
PCM = Pulse Code Modulation
PLCP = Physical Layer Convergence Procedure
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PSR = Previous Slot Received
PT = Payload Type

QA = Queued Arbitrated
QPSX = Queued Packet and Synchronous circuit eXchange

PF = Priority Field

REQ = REQuest
RES = REServation mechanism
RQM = ReQuest Machine

SG = Slot Generator
SH = Segment Header
SP = Segment Priority
ST = Slot Type
STC = Sub-Technical Committee

TQ = Transmit Queue

VCI = Virtual Channel Identifier
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